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Analytical and computational prediction tools enable us to design aircraft and 

spacecraft components with high degree of confidence. While the accuracy of such 

predictions has been improved over the years, uncertainty continues to be added by 

new materials and new technology introduced in order to improve performance. This 

requires us to have reality checks, such as tests, in order to make sure that the 

prediction tools are reliable enough to ensure safety. While tests can reveal unsafe 

designs and lead to design correction, these tests are very costly. Therefore, it is 

important to manage such a design-test-correction cycle effectively. In this dissertation, 

we consider three important test stages in the lifecycle of an aviation system.  

First, we dealt with characterization tests that reveal failure modes of new 

materials or new geometrical arrangements. We investigated the challenge associated 

with getting the best characterization with a limited number of tests. We have found that 

replicating tests to attenuate the effect of noise in observation is not necessary because 

some surrogate models can serve as a noise filter without having replicated data. 
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Instead, we should focus on exploring the design space with different structural 

configurations in order to discover unknown failure modes. 

Next, we examined post-design tests for design acceptance followed by possible 

redesign. We looked at the question of how to balance the desire for better performance 

achieved by redesign against the cost of redesign. We proposed a design optimization 

framework that provides tradeoff information between the expected performance 

improvement by redesign and the probability of redesign, equivalent to the cost of 

redesign. We also demonstrated that the proposed method can reduce the performance 

loss due to a conservative reliability estimate.    

The ultimate test, finally, is whether the structures do not fail in flight. Once an 

accident occurs, an accident investigation takes place and recommends corrective 

actions to prevent similar accidents from occurring in the future. With a cost 

effectiveness study for past accident investigations of airplanes and the Space Shuttle, 

we conclude that this reactive safety measure is very efficient for a highly safe mode of 

transportation, i.e., commercial aviation.  
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and Motivation  

Continuous evolution of analytical machinery, such as finite element method 

(FEM) and computational fluid dynamic (CFD), allows us to design structural 

components of aviation systems with a high degree of confidence [1, 2]. However, at the 

same time, new materials and new technology continue to be introduced for the sake to 

boost performance  [3, 4], and that makes existing analytical machinery obsolete and 

adds uncertainty. This process mandates conducting reality checks, i.e., tests, in order 

to ensure safety.  

Aircraft builders commonly deploy a hierarchical structural test procedure, so-

called the building block tests [5]. The procedure starts with lower structural complexity 

to characterize material properties and failure mechanisms of structural elements. At the 

component and system levels, tests are intended to make sure that the discrepancy 

between analytical predictions and actual responses will not cause critical problems [6]. 

The ultimate test after the development is whether the components function well in flight 

without having any failure. 

A key feature of those tests is that they may be followed by corrective actions. 

That is, that the safety is guaranteed not only by initial design but also by tests and 

following design corrections. However, since the current design practice does not model 

the effects of test followed by possible design correction, it is not clear how efficient the 

current approach is as a whole cycle. 

 For example, current design optimization methods [7, 8] do not account for the 

effects of tests. Therefore, tests are customarily implemented without quantifying their 
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contribution to safety even though structural tests dominate the lifecycle cost [9]. 

Furthermore, since current methods are not capable of predicting the risk associated 

with future design correction, projects often suffer the additional costs and schedule 

delays. For example, JAXA (Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency) [10] reported that 

the cost for redesign triggered by tests throughout the development of a liquid rocket 

engine was far beyond their expectations. Finally, the ultimate test, i.e., flight, can reveal 

design deficiencies as a result of accident. Accident investigations will tell us necessary 

design corrections, but airplane accidents often involve a large number of fatalities. 

Therefore, it is imperative to understand the cost-effectiveness of the safety measures 

by tests and accident investigation to manage them effectively. 

The above mentioned difficulties may be attributed to the traditional design 

approach, so-called deterministic design. Deterministic design uses factors of safety, 

which are intended to compensate for underlying uncertainties and have been 

historically established [11]. For many safety-sensitive products, like airplanes, buildings, 

and automobiles, regulators determine the factors of safety that would guarantee the 

acceptable levels of safety. Thanks to the simplicity and efficiency of factors of safety, 

the deterministic design approach has enjoyed massive popularity. However, the use of 

factors of safety hinders the designers’ ability to predict the risk behind the values of 

factors of safety.  

This dissertation investigates three important stages where reality checks 

provided by tests modify our analytical machinery and the resulting design: (1) tests for 

characterizing failure criteria of structural elements (2) post-design tests for verifying the 

design of structural elements, and (3) accident investigations. We tailor probabilistic and 
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statistical techniques to each test stage in order to improve upon the qualitative nature 

of the current practices. 

1.2 Objectives 

Following are brief descriptions of the research tasks associated with the three 

test stages. 

1.2.1 Tests for Failure Criterion Characterization 

To design a structural element, it is important to understand how it fails (failure 

modes) and when it fails (failure boundary mapping for each failure mode with respect 

to the design parameters). Due to the complexity of failure mechanisms and lack of 

knowledge about new materials or new geometrical arrangements, establishing failure 

criteria tends to rely on an experimental approach. Tests identify underlying failure 

modes and the observed data are used to approximate the failure boundaries, such as 

failure load mapping. While testing many different configurations within the design 

domain is important to not miss critical failure modes (exploration), we typically replicate 

specimens for the same structural configurations to deal with noisy observation 

(replication). We take a look at this resource allocation problem (exploration vs. 

replication) and examine an effective test strategy by taking advantage of surrogate 

models, some of which are known to be capable of smoothing functions, equivalent to a 

noise filter. 

1.2.2 Tests for Design Acceptance 

In the aerospace community, structural designs must be verified and certified by 

tests. When tests show that the design is unsafe, redesign is needed to restore the 

safety. While an initially conservative design reduces the risk of redesign, it will suffer 

the loss of performance, e.g., increased weight. On the other hand, a less conservative 
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design is likely to run into redesign, but redesign would yield a much better design 

because the test calibrates the analytical models. We propose a design optimization 

method that deals with such a tradeoff associated with future tests between the 

expected performance improvement after redesign and the probability of redesign (cost 

of redesign).   

1.2.3 Accident Investigation 

Accident investigation is the final safeguard in the lifecycle. It has been playing a 

key role in aviation safety in terms of improving the design philosophies and safety 

regulations. After an accident happens, an elaborate investigation identifies the 

probable causes and issues safety recommendations in order to prevent similar 

accidents from occurring in the future. We discuss whether this reactive safety measure 

is efficient or not. For that, we conduct a cost effectiveness study on past airplane 

accidents as well as the Space Shuttle disasters.      

1.3   Outline 

The organization of this dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the literature 

associated with the probabilistic and statistical techniques that we will use for the 

research tasks. Chapters 3 - 5 cover the research tasks described in the previous 

subsection. In each chapter, the detailed introduction is also provided. Chapter 6 

addresses concluding remarks.   
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CHAPTER 2  
LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Probabilistic Design Approach 

2.1.1 Deterministic Design vs. Probabilistic Design 

A challenge in designing a structure is to ensure that it will perform intended 

functions without having any critical failure throughout the lifecycle. To achieve this, 

underlying uncertainties, such as variability in material properties, manufacturing 

processes, and operational conditions, and errors in design, need to be taken into 

account. There are two types of design approaches to deal with uncertainty: 

deterministic design and probabilistic design.  

In deterministic design, factors of safety are introduced to protect against 

uncertainty. As the name suggests, both the state of structure and the corresponding 

design margin, i.e., safety factor, are deterministically expressed. Figure  2-1 (a) 

illustrates the use of a safety factor for structural design. Suppose that we are designing 

a structure by using a required safety factor of 1.5. The strength of the material is 

deterministically predicted at 300 MPa. Then, the structure is designed such that the 

operational stress, which is also deterministically predicted, is smaller than the strength 

by the factor of 1.5, resulting in the operational stress being 200 MPa.    

In probabilistic design, on the other hand, the uncertainties both in the stress and 

strength are modeled in a probabilistic manner, and the associated risk is assessed 

quantitatively by probability of failure. Figure  2-1 (b) describes a concept of calculating 

the probability of failure of the same structure designed in Figure  2-1 (a). The variations 

in the stress and strength are modeled using probability density functions. The 

overlapped area of the probability density functions represents the state where the 
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stress could exceed the strength, i.e., failure state. Statistically, the probability of failure 

can be calculated by integrating the density functions over the range of failure state. In 

this way, the structure may also be designed such that it satisfies a required probability 

of failure instead of using a safety factor. Various methods to calculate probability of 

failure, including moment based techniques, sampling based approaches, and so on, 

have been extensively studied and covered by text books, for example Refs. [12, 13]. 

Deterministic design and factors of safety have been historically established [11] 

and gained massive popularity in various engineering fields because of their simplicity 

and convenience. Safety-related regulations for engineering systems, such as airplanes, 

space vehicles, automobiles, and buildings, specify the factors of safety to be used. In 

aviation, the Federal Aviation Administration requires a safety factor of 1.5 for any 

structural design [14]. NASA issues a technical standard regarding required factors of 

safety for structures of spaceflight hardware [15]. A shortcoming of the deterministic 

design approach is that the risk assessment tends to be subjective and qualitative, e.g., 

risk matrix [16], because it does not provide any information about the risk associated 

with uncertainty as illustrated in Fig.  2-1(a). 

Probabilistic design, on the other hand, has been developed to overcome the 

drawback of deterministic design and provide quantitative insights into the risk. For 

example, a probabilistic risk analysis conducted by JAXA for a next generation liquid 

rocket engine [10] revealed that a component that is designed with the highest safety 

factor had the highest probability of failure. This finding led JAXA to revise the risk 

mitigation plan and invest more in the component design subjected to the highest failure 

probability. Moreover, NASA’s latest probabilistic risk analysis for the Space Shuttle [17], 
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which was designed deterministically, reported that a fatal accident would have 

occurred in about 1 in 10 flights at the beginning of the Space Shuttle operation while 

the people involved in the Space Shuttle program believed that the risk was somewhere 

between 1 in 1000 and 1 in 10,000. Even on the last flight of the Space Shuttle, after 

numerous safety remedies being applied over the 30 years of operation, the estimated 

risk is still higher at 1 in 90. These studies demonstrate the usefulness of probabilistic 

design in terms of identifying dangerous designs and helping the designers conduct 

appropriate risk mitigation. 

Despite many attractive aspects of probabilistic design, there still are many 

technical and managerial challenges. Zang et al. in NASA [18] addressed the obstacles 

that hinder the practitioners from transitioning from deterministic design to probabilistic 

design, including comfortableness with traditional culture, computational burdens of 

probabilistic methods, inaccuracy and expense of statistical modeling of uncertainty, 

and so on. Tanco et al. [19] conducted a survey on why the statistical design tools are 

not widely used in Europe. The top 1 and 2 barriers listed in the paper are low 

managerial commitment and lack of statistical knowledge of engineers, respectively.       

2.1.2 Reliability Based Design Optimization 

An important advantage of probabilistic design over deterministic design is that 

an explicit expression of risk, i.e., probability of failure, allows us to tradeoff risk against 

other qualities of a product, such as performance, cost, and so on. In structural design, 

we typically seek the lightest structure that satisfies the intended performance as well as 

the required probability of failure. This is called reliability based design optimization 

(RBDO). RBDO becomes more powerful when there are multiple constituent 

components (or failure modes) in a structural system because RBDO can appropriately 
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allocate the probabilities of failure under a constraint of system probability of failure. 

Deterministic design is not capable of such risk allocation even if one of the components 

happens to have a substantially lower probability of failure than others.  

Acar and Haftka [20] illustrated this paradigm with a simple problem considering 

the design tradeoff between a wing (heavier structure) and a tail structure (lighter 

structure). The study first optimized the entire system using factors of safety as a 

reference design. Then, it re-optimized the system probabilistically while maintaining the 

mass of the reference design. The results showed that moving a small amount of 

material from the wing to the tail substantially improved the system probability of failure. 

Alternatively, a lighter design can be achieved given the system probability of failure of 

the reference design. 

There have been quite a few studies that apply RBDO to structural applications. 

For example, Qu et al. [21] compared deterministic design and probabilistic design of a 

composite laminate plate design used for a cryogenic tank. Youn et al. [22] applied 

various RBDO methods, including approximate moment approach, reliability index 

approach, and performance measure approach, to crash worthiness of a car. Ramu et 

al. [23] investigated RBDO using inverse reliability measures with an application of a 

cantilever beam. Mahadevan and Rebba [24] explicitly incorporated the errors 

associated with computational models into the RBDO framework of a cantilever plate 

design. Yao et al. [8] provided a comprehensive review of RBDO and multidisciplinary 

design optimization for aerospace vehicles.  

2.1.3 Uncertainty Classification 

It is critical to identify all the uncertainties involved in the design. DeLaurentis and 

Mavris [25] carefully addressed the uncertainties relating to robust design of  a 
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supersonic transport aircraft. Oberkampf et al. [26] proposed a framework for identifying 

uncertainty in computational simulation throughout the process of system analysis. 

More importantly, it has been recognized that uncertainty should be appropriately 

treated and modeled depending on its nature. Hoffman and Hammonds [27] addressed 

the importance of distinguishing between a fixed but unknown value and an unknown 

but distributed value. In a similar manner, uncertainty is typically classified into two 

categories: aleatory uncertainty and epistemic uncertainty.  

Aleatory uncertainty stems from inherent variation of a physical system, such as 

variability in geometry and material properties. The variation in external environments, 

such as flight conditions, is also considered as an aleatory uncertainty. Since aleatory 

uncertainty has a physical variation, there is a consensus in the research community 

that aleatory uncertainty be modeled by a probability distribution. For example, a design 

handbook issued by the Department of Defense for composite structures [28] suggests 

characterizing material strengths with standard probability distributions, such as normal, 

lognormal, and Weibull distributions.        

Epistemic uncertainty is due to lack of knowledge. It is also known as subjective 

uncertainty. For example, an error in computer simulation is a typical type of epistemic 

uncertainty. Kennedy and O’Hagan [29] elaborately differentiated the uncertainty 

associated with computer modeling. Epistemic uncertainty does not form a distribution 

and takes on a unique value, but it is unknown. Therefore, there is a debate on how to 

model epistemic uncertainty [30], and various technical approaches have been studied, 

including probability theory [22, 31], Dempster-Shafer evidence theory [32, 33], and 
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possibility theory [34, 35]. Gu et al. [36] proposed a design method that considers the 

worst case scenario of epistemic uncertainty. 

There are two typical ways of treating aleatory uncertainty and epistemic 

uncertainty in probability of failure calculation using probability distributions. The first 

approach is to treat epistemic uncertainty and aleatory uncertainty alike. Epistemic and 

aleatory uncertainties are modeled probability density functions as shown in Fig. 2-2. 

After combining the distributions (e.g., via a convolution [37]), we obtain a single value 

of the failure probability P by calculating the area of the failure region above the 

allowable, which is assumed to be constant.  

The second approach treats epistemic uncertainty differently from aleatory 

uncertainty. It considers realizations of epistemic uncertainty (e1 , e2, …, eN) as possible 

outcomes of response, and then calculates the corresponding probabilities of failure (P1 , 

P2, …, PN) as illustrated in the left side of Fig. 2-3. This procedure is implemented by 

Monte Carlo simulation, resulting in a distribution (or histogram) of the probability of 

failure (right side of Fig. 2-3). If a conservative estimate is preferable, we may want to 

take the highest value or 95th percentile value from the distribution. Taking the mean 

value is essentially the same as the probability of failure P obtained by the first 

approach.  

Selecting a reasonable conservativeness in the probability of failure estimate is 

important because an overly conservative estimate will suffer poor performance, e.g., 

weight penalty. Especially for airplanes and space vehicles, whose design selection is 

strictly governed by the so-called square-cube law [38], an unreasonable 

conservativeness even makes the design infeasible.       
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It is important to notice that aleatory uncertainty often includes epistemic 

uncertainty because statistical parameters, e.g., mean and standard deviation of a 

distribution, are subject to sampling errors. A simple example is that the variation 

(standard deviation) of a sample mean is inversely proportional to the square root of the 

sample size (√ ). Material strengths defined by the Federal Aviation Administration 

(FAA), called A-basis and B-basis strengths [28], take into account such sampling errors. 

Park et al. [39] modeled a sampling error in material property characterization and 

investigated the contribution of the number of tests in the context of a hierarchical test 

procedure. McDonald et al. [40] proposed a framework that incorporate the error due to 

sparse data into reliability analysis.    

2.1.4 Uncertainty Reduction  

Epistemic uncertainty is also known to be reducible with additional knowledge. In 

structural design, a test is usually conducted for the purpose of design acceptance, and 

the observed data can be considered as additional knowledge. By comparing analytical 

predictions and the observed actual responses, the analytical models (or corresponding 

error models) can be calibrated. This process is called uncertainty reduction or 

uncertainty quantification.  

Bayesian inference is commonly used for uncertainty reduction. Bayes’ rule is 

named after Tomas Bayes, who derived a well-known formula of posterior probability 

shown in Eq.(1. 1) [41]   

 ( | )  
 ( | ) ( )

 ( )
 (1. 1) 

where  ( | ) is the probability of the event A happening given that the event B 

happened, called posterior.   ( | ) is the conditional probability of the event B 
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happening given that the event A happened, and  ( ), the probability of event A,  is 

called prior. This formulation can be extended to probability distribution as     

 ( | )  
 ( | ) ( )

 ( )
 (1. 2) 

where  ( )  ∫ ( | ) ( )    and  ( ) represents probability density. 

  In analogy with error calibration after a structural test,  ( ) is the predicted 

distribution of an error in the analytical model, e.g., finite element analysis (FEA).  ( | ), 

called likelihood function, represents how likely the actual response   is observed by 

test given that the true value of the error is assumed to be  . Usually, a probability 

density function of the measurement error in a test is used to calculate the likelihood. 

 ( | ) is the updated error distribution given the test observation  .  

The use of Bayesian inference has been extensively studied from various 

aspects of structural design. An et al. [42] illustrated that a Bayesian inference 

technique allows us to reasonably avoid the unconservative estimate of failure stresses 

using test observations. Mahadevan et al. [43] applied Bayesian networks to identify 

uncertainty in simple structures that have multiple failure modes. Arendt et al. [44] 

proposed a framework that identifies both parameter uncertainty and model uncertainty 

simultaneously from multiple responses. Urbina et al. [45] established a Bayesian 

framework for hierarchical complex systems considering both epistemic and aleatory 

uncertainties.    

2.1.5 Quantifying the Contribution of Tests  

Probabilistic design and uncertainty reduction are useful tools not only for 

designing new structures but also for understanding how effective the conventional 

design and development practices are. For example, a battery of tests has been 
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integrated into the development process, such as tests for characterizing material 

properties, tests for verifying designs of structural elements, and tests for system 

certification. However, the number of tests is conventionally determined without having 

quantitative rationales.  For example, a design guideline for composite materials issued 

by the Department of Defense [46] suggests the number of tests for the verification of 

structural elements, typically from 3 to 5, but there is no specific explanation to support 

the numbers.  

Acar et al. [47, 48] pioneered the work on quantifying the contribution of post-

design tests and revealed in a quantitative manner that the safety level of airplane 

structures attributes not only to the safety factor being applied but also to the material 

test and certification test which reduce the error in design calculation. Acar et al. [49] 

also quantified the contribution of hierarchical tests, such as the number of tests for 

material and the number of tests for structural element, to the safety. Similarly, Park et 

al. [39] viewed such a hierarchical test procedure as a resource allocation problem and 

quantified the contribution of each of the tests for the failure stress estimation. Venter 

and Scotti [50] proposed a design optimization method to take advantage of the 

uncertainty reduction by acceptance test, which is usually required for each flight 

component of space vehicles.  

2.2 Surrogate Models 

2.2.1 Surrogate Models  

As mentioned in the previous subsection, computational expensiveness is one of 

the drawbacks of probabilistic design. For example, if we need to calculate a probability 

of failure of 10-4 with an accuracy of 10%, Monte Carlo simulation requires a million 

samples. This means that, for example, we need to run a finite element analysis 
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1,000,000 times to account for the variations in input parameters and boundary 

conditions. This is not practical. To overcome this issue, the use of surrogate models 

has drawn considerable attention.     

Surrogate model is also known as metamodel and response surface model. It is 

used in lieu of expensive computer simulations or costly experimental data. A survey 

paper written by Simpson et al. [51], which summarized the history of the use of 

surrogate models for design optimization, defines that surrogate models “can either 

interpolate the values of the response at certain points or provide a ’best fit‘ based on 

some metric.” Surrogates are modeled by a simple mathematical formula, e.g., a 

polynomial function, and the parameters that characterize the model are estimated 

based on a set of observed data either by computer simulation or physical tests. Then, 

surrogate models are used to predict the responses corresponding to the points at 

which no data have been observed.   

Polynomial response surface (PRS) is a traditional surrogate [52-54]. It assumes 

that the relationship between input variables (independent variables) and output 

(dependent variable) is approximated by a polynomial. Then, the least square method is 

deployed to determine the coefficients of the polynomial. More sophisticated surrogate 

models were developed in the 1990’s. Kriging, also known as Gaussian process 

regression (GPR), [55-57] is one of the most popular surrogates used for engineering 

applications because of its flexibility of function approximation. Kriging assumes that the 

true function is a set of realizations of a random process, i.e., Gaussian process, and 

obtains the prediction function by using conditional distribution of multivariate normal 

distributions. Support vector regression (SVR) [58-60] is another flexible approximation 
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model recently introduced. SVR is typically in the form of a radial basis function, at the 

same time, allowing for some degree of error in the prediction, so-called ε-insensitivity, 

in order to deal with noisy observation.  

Forrester et al. [61] describes various surrogate models commonly used for 

engineering applications. Extensive benchmark studies of surrogate models were 

conducted by researchers. Giunta and Watson [62] examined the performances of PRS 

and Kriging for 1D and 2D problems. Jin et al. [63] tested multivariate adaptive 

regression splines (MARS) and radial basis functions (RBF) as well as PRS and Kriging 

for 14 numerical problems including highly nonlinear surfaces. Clarke et al. [58] 

compared SVR with PRS, MARS and RBF. Simpson and Mistree [64] investigated the 

use of Kriging in the context of design optimization. 

2.2.2 Surrogate Models for Uncertainty Quantification and RBDO 

RBDO typically deploys very costly double loop iteration, called nested 

formulation [65]; that is, uncertainty estimation in the inner loop and optimization in the 

outer loop. Figure 2-4 depicts the framework of a nested RBDO. In the inner loop, for a 

given design ( ), the computer simulation is run a number of times varying the uncertain 

variables ( ) until the probability distribution of interest (  ) is obtained. Based on the 

probability distribution, the statistics (  ), e.g., mean, standard deviation, or probability 

of failure, are calculated and returned to the optimizer. The optimizer, then, searches for 

a new design candidate ( ), and this iteration lasts until the solution converges. As 

mentioned earlier, if a probability of failure calculation is involved, millions of runs of the 

computer simulation will be needed for each of the iterations of optimization, which is 

practically impossible.       
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One way of coping with the computational burden is to replace the inner loop 

calculation with a surrogate model as illustrated in Fig. 2-5, called Layered/Nested 

RBDO [65]. In this formulation, the statistics (  ) corresponding to a set of design points 

( ) in the design domain are calculated in advance. Then, a surrogate model is fitted to 

the statistics to construct its approximation model. The optimizer uses the approximated 

value ( ̂ ) instead of running a number of computer simulations for each iteration to 

obtain   . In the same manner, surrogate models can be used as an alternative to the 

response (  ).  

Giunta et al. [66] benchmarked various combinations of sampling technique, also 

known as design of experiments (DOE) [67], and surrogate models for uncertainty 

quantification. Jin et al. [68] applied various surrogate models for structural design 

optimization including uncertainty quantification. Taking into account the uncertainty in 

surrogate prediction is also important for RBDO. Hajela and Vittal [69] proposed a 

method to incorporate the confidence interval of reliability estimate predicted by PRS 

into a design optimization framework. Kim and Choi [70] used the prediction interval of 

PRS, which is more conservative than the confidence interval, for RBDO. Picheny et al. 

[71] directly incorporated the Kriging uncertainty estimate into the probability of failure 

calculation.   

2.2.3 Surrogate Models for Smoothing Noisy Data 

Experimental observations and computational simulations are often subjected to 

noise, which is a primary source of error in approximation and might prevent the 

convergence of optimization algorithms. Some surrogate models are known to be 
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capable of smoothing noisy data, equivalent to noise filter, and some researchers took 

advantage of this property.  

Giunta et al. [72] and Papila and Haftka [73] successfully applied PRS to the 

design optimization for a high-dimensional problem (high speed civil transportation) in 

order to tackle the noisy computational simulations. Giunta and Watson [62] compared 

the performance of PRS and Kriging fitted to two relatively simple noisy functions. The 

study illustrated that the relative accuracy of the surrogate models is problem 

dependent. Jin et al. [63] also examined PRS and Kriging as well as multivariate 

adaptive regression splines (MARS) with a few noisy test functions. It was found that all 

surrogate models, except for Kriging, performed almost as well in terms of R-square as 

the ones fitted to noise-free data. Kriging yielded a poor prediction because it 

interpolates the noisy data.  

The selection of DOE is also as important as tuning surrogate models. Studies 

on optimal DOE for PRS to noisy observations date back to the middle of the 20th 

century [74-76]. These early studies focused only on simple polynomial regression and 

sought an appropriate allocation of samples considering repetitions according to 

optimality criteria, such as D-optimality. Later, an empirical investigation into optimal 

allocation with Kriging was conducted by Picheny [77]. Picheny’s study found that, for a 

two dimensional function with a constant noise over the space, having a larger number 

of different observations from high-noise simulations provided a better result than a 

smaller number of observations from a lower-noise simulation.  

Note that the performance metrics used for the these studies are associated with 

the level of confidence of the prediction models, i.e., prediction variance [52]. However, 
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the confidence level of prediction does not necessarily represent the error with respect 

to the true function, which is a main concern of structural design. In fact, Goel et al. [78] 

showed that the D-optimal design, which minimizes the maximum of variance of 

coefficients, may have a large bias error. 
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Figure 2-1. Deterministic design vs. probabilistic design. (a) A structure is designed by 
using a safety factor of 1.5 and deterministic predictions of the stress and 
strength. (b) The probability of failure of the structure is assessed in a manner 
of probabilistic design. The uncertainties in the stress and strength are 
modeled by the probability density functions.   

 

 

Figure 2-2. Probability of failure calculation. Epistemic and aleatory uncertainties are 
treated equally  
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Figure 2-3. Probability of failure estimation. Epistemic and aleatory uncertainties are 
treated differently 

 

 

Figure 2-4. Nested reliability design optimization (RBDO) 

 

 

Figure 2-5. Layered/Nested reliability design optimization (RBDO)  
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CHAPTER 3  
EFFECTIVE TEST STRATEGY FOR STRUCTURAL FAILURE CRITERION 

CHARACTERIZATION 

3.1 Background and Motivation 

For structural design, appropriate characterization of failure criteria is critical. The 

main objectives of failure criterion characterization are (1) identifying underlying failure 

modes, and (2) constructing an accurate design allowable chart for each failure mode, 

e.g., failure load map with respect to geometry and load conditions. Inaccurate 

characterization may lead to structural designs that would experience unexpected 

failure modes and suffer large errors. 

Using analytical failure theories, such as Tsai-Wu and von-Mises, is a reasonable 

approach for well-known materials and structures. However, analytical theories may not 

be reliable enough for newly introduced materials, e.g., composite materials [79], and 

new structural elements due to lack of knowledge. Therefore, failure criterion 

characterization often relies on an experimental approach.  

In the experimental approach, we conduct a series of tests for a structural 

element for a particular use. To discover potential failure modes, it is important to 

explore within the design space with as many different structural configurations as 

possible. At the same time, failure load mapping is carried out by fitting a surrogate to 

the observed test data [28, 46]. Because the test results are noisy, due to variability in 

material properties, test conditions, and errors in measurement devices, we often 

replicate the same structural configurations for statistical analysis of the observations.  

Since tests are costly, these processes need to be accomplished under a 

budgetary constraint, i.e., a limited number of tests. Then, there arises a resource 

allocation problem between exploration and replication. For example, for a two-
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dimensional problem, there may be two options: (1) 4x4 matrix with 3 replications and 

(2) 7x7 matrix without replications, as shown in Fig. 3-1.  

This chapter explores effective resource allocation of tests for failure criteria 

characterization. We are particularly interested in the question of whether we can take 

advantage of the smoothing effect of surrogate techniques, equivalent to a noise filter, 

to remove the need for replication. The same problem of exploration versus replication 

is also encountered in fitting surrogates to noisy simulations, such as the probability 

calculated from Monte Carlo simulations. As addressed in the literature review on 

surrogate models for noisy data (section 2.2.3), little has been discussed on the effects 

of replicated data, which is the scope of this study. 

We illustrate the failure criterion characterization using two example structural 

elements. Each structural element has two potential failure modes, one of which 

dominates the design space. The less dominant failure mode is considered an un-

modeled failure mode when it is missed by the test matrix. The failure load map of the 

dominant mode is assumed to be approximated by using test data and surrogate 

models. In order to examine the noise filtering capability of surrogate models, one of the 

structural examples has a simple failure load surface, and the other has a highly 

nonlinear surface.  

We test different types of surrogate models, including the polynomial response 

surface, Gaussian process regression, and support vector regression. With the help of 

the examples, we will discuss effective strategies of the failure criterion characterization.  
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3.2 Surrogate Models 

In this section, we summarize the formulations of surrogate models, including 

polynomial response surface (PRS), Gaussian process regression (GPR), and support 

vector regression (SVR).  

3.2.1 Polynomial Response Surface (PRS) 

Polynomial response surface uses a polynomial function and the least square fit 

to approximate a true function. Let a prediction of output y be  ̂, and    be a location 

where we predict y.  ̂ is expressed as a linear combination of polynomial function as 

 ̂(  )  ∑    (  )

 

   

 (3. 1) 

where   ( ) are basis functions, typically monomials.    represent coefficients, and   is 

the number of coefficients. 

Let   be an estimator of   and (i,j) component of the matrix   be   (  ) of i-th 

observation (total   observations). The errors between the observations and the 

predictions are expressed in vector form       . The least square solution that 

minimizes ‖ ‖      is obtained by determining   coefficients for a given set of 

observations  

  (   )      (3. 2) 

As the true function is represented by    ̂   , where   is the error, PRS 

soothes the noise [62, 63]. PRS is also known for its computational tractability. Because 

polynomial functions are applied, it may cause a problem when being fitted to functions 

not approximated well by polynomials. In this study, we will also discuss the selection of 

the basis functions using some metrics, such as the standard error and cross validation 

error, i.e., leave-one-out cross validation called PRESS (prediction of residual error sum 
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of square). We used the Surrogate Tool Box [80] which refers to the Matlab ‘regress’ 

routine for the fitting [81]. 

3.2.2 Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) 

Gaussian process regression was originally developed as a method for spatial 

statistics [55]. A special type of GPR is also known as Kriging [56]. GPR views a set of 

data points as a collection of random variables that follow some rule of correlation, 

called random process, defined by Eq.(3. 2). The name Gaussian process originates 

from the form of random process using a multivariate normal (Gaussian) distribution.  

     ( ( )  (     )) (3. 3) 

The mean function  ( ) is also called the trend function.  (     ) represents the 

correlation between points. For example, the Gaussian correlation, which is the most 

commonly used for engineering applications, is expressed as 

 (     )       ( ∑
|  

( )
   

( )
|
 

   
 

 

   

) (3. 4) 

where    is the process variance with zero mean, and    is the scaling parameter 

of the l-th component of   in d dimension, which determines the correlation between the 

points. 

The prediction  ̂ is assumed to be a realization of the random process that is 

identified by given N observations,   (          )  and   {          }. Note that 

  here is different from that used in PRS. The first step of fitting is to choose the 

parameters of  ( ) and  (     ), called hyperparameters. The hyperparameters are 

selected such that the likelihood of observing   is maximum. In analogy with PRS, this 

process corresponds to the selection of monomials.  
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Next, prediction  ̂ at a new location    is obtained as a conditional mean function 

 ( ) given   and   by using conditional distribution of multivariate normal distribution 

 ̂   (  )|     (  )   (    )( (   )     
 )  (   (  ) ) (3. 5) 

with  (    )    (     )  (     )   (     ) , and (i,j) component of  (   ) 

 (     ).   is an     vector of ones.    
  is a diagonal matrix of diagonal terms   

 . 

Noise variance   
  with zero mean is assumed to be independent of   and enables us 

to deal with replicated data. This process is equivalent to determine N coefficients of the 

radial basis functions (    ). In case replication exists, the total number of coefficients 

is reduced by a factor of the number of replications because the radial basis functions 

corresponding to the replicated points are the same. The advantage of GPR is the 

flexibility of fitting to nonlinear functions. However, the fitting process of GPR is time 

consuming due to the optimization of the hyperparameters 

We use the Gaussian Process Regression and Classification Toolbox version 3.2 

[55] for the implementation. We select a linear model for the trend function and 

Gaussian model for the correlation function, shown in Eq.(3. 4). Since the toolbox 

deploys a line-search method for the optimization of the hyperparameters, the optimal 

solution tends to depend on the starting points of the search. To avoid ending up with a 

local optimum, we use multiple starting points [1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001] for 

both   and     in the normalized output space (36 combinations of the starting points). 

We also select the starting point of   such that    ( ∑
|  

( )
   

( )
|
 

   
 

 
   )      for the 

closest two points among the training points assuming that the nearby points should be 
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highly correlated. After fitting with all the combinations of starting point, we select the 

best model based on the maximum likelihood. 

3.2.3 Support Vector Regression (SVR) 

Support vector regression evolved from a machine learning algorithm [58, 59, 82]. 

SVR balances the flatness of the approximated function and the residual error. A unique 

aspect of SVR is an explicit treatment of noise by a user supplied error tolerance  . That 

is, only differences between the fit and the data that are larger than   are minimized. 

Figure 3-2 illustrates one of the most common models for the error tolerance, so-called 

ε-insensitive loss function. When the error (  ̂    ) is within the tolerance ±ε, the loss 

( ) is zero; otherwise the loss is proportionally increased with the error. We use the ε-

insensitive loss function for this study. 

In the case of linear approximation, the prediction model is formulated as 

 ̂( )        (3. 6) 

where   is the coefficient vector   and the vector of input variables  , and b is the base 

term. The regression is carried out by optimizing   and b by solving the optimization 

problem shown in the following equations: 

   
   

 

 
| |   ∑(     

 )

 

   

 (3. 7) 

s.t. 

              

             
  

     
    

(3. 8) 

Regularization parameter C is a user-defined parameter and trades off between 

the flatness of the function (the first term in Eq.(3. 7)) and the violation of the error 
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tolerance (the second term in Eq.(3. 7)). The prediction model at    can be expressed 

by using the Lagrange multipliers,    and    
  of the two constraints in Eq.(3. 8) as 

 ̂(  )  ∑(     
 )  

   

 

   

   (3. 9) 

where     represents the i-th training point.  

There potentially are N parameters to be optimized (N sets of Lagrange 

multipliers). In case we have replication, since all the replicated points have the same 

dot product ⟨     ⟩, the number of parameters to be optimized is essentially reduced by 

a factor of the number of replications, like GPR. Furthermore, the prediction model is 

only determined by the training points corresponding to non-zero Lagrange multipliers, 

called support vectors. When ε-insensitive loss function is used, support vectors 

correspond to the training points being located outside of the error tolerance. For 

nonlinear regression, the dot product may be replaced with a kernel function denoted as 

 (     ). Kernel functions map input vectors into a feature space with a higher 

dimension, where the flattest function is to be found by the optimization.  

For the implementation, we use the Surrogate Tool Box [80], which uses the 

MATLAB code offered by Gunn [60]. One of the challenges of SVR is to select an 

appropriate set of parameters. In general, for the regularization parameter, substantial 

large C is suggested [83], and the exact selection of C “is not overly critical” [61] and 

“has only negligible effect on the generalization performance” [84].  

Figure 3-9 shows the surrogate error (NRMSE defined later in Eq.(3. 11)) with 

respect to various combinations of C and   for 4x4 matrix with 3 replications for both the 

example problems tested in this chapter. Note that C and and   are scaled by the range 
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of the failure loads. We can see that the accuracy of SVR is not sensitive to C as long 

as C is large enough. When C = 0.1, the accuracy becomes substantially worse. These 

trends are also consistent with a past extensive study on the parameter selection fitted 

to a variety of functions and noise types [84]. For a 5x5 matrix with 2 replications and a 

7x7 matrix without replication for the composite laminate place, we observed that C of 

infinity is the best over the range of  . For the support bracket, C of 1 and 0.5 was 

slightly better than infinity. Based on these observations, we decided to use infinity for C 

for both examples. In terms of  ,   of zero did not necessarily provide the best accuracy. 

This illustrates that the noise canceler with an appropriate size of   helps reduce the 

error. Following some papers [85], we decided to use the average standard deviation of 

the observed noise to   for each of the problems.   

For the kernel function, we use a Gaussian model as shown in Eq.(3. 10), which 

is commonly used, with   being also a user-defined parameter. 

 (    )     ( 
|    | 

   
) (3. 10) 

In the same manner discussed for GPR, because nearby points should be 

smoothly connected, and after some experimentation, we selected   such that k=0.9 for 

the closest two points. For ε, which is suggested to be close to the level of noise [85], 

we use the average standard deviation of the observed data from a 7x7 matrix with 7 

replications. We consider it a practical assumption because the designer can get some 

idea about the noise level from the observation.  

For the selection of the parameters, C, ε, and  , cross validation is usually 

suggested [59, 61, 86]. However, identifying the best parameters is out of the scope of 
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this research, and testing a number of combinations of the parameters is 

computationally intractable. Instead, we will discuss how the parameter selection affects 

the performance of the approximation. 

3.3 Example Problems 

In order to illustrate practical failure criterion characterization, we chose two 

simple examples for clarity and to allow exhaustive study of a large number of strategies. 

The examples are a support bracket and a composite laminate plate. Each structure 

has two underlying failure modes; one is dominant in the design space and the other is 

rare, representing an un-modeled mode that might be missed. The composite laminate 

plate has a high order of nonlinearity of the failure load surface, while the support 

bracket has a smooth and almost linear surface. The following subsections describe the 

example structures, test matrix, treatment of the replicated data for approximation, and 

error evaluation for analyzing the results. 

3.3.1 Support Bracket 

A simple support bracket mounted on a base structure is shown in Fig 3-3. A 

load is applied on the handle and the expected operational load angle α is 0 to 110 deg 

in the x-z plane. It is also assumed that the height l and length a of the bracket are fixed 

due to space constraints. The diameter d of the cylindrical part is considered as a 

design parameter. Table 3-1 shows the geometry and its variabillity of the structure.  

The combination of loading and geometry generates multi-axial states of stress 

due to axial, bending, torsion, and transversial shear stresses. Figure 3-4 illustrates the 

critical failure modes of the structure. Because of the additive effect of the torsion and 

torsional shear stresses or bending and axial stresses, the stress at point D is likely to 

exceed the strength. However, point A can be a critical point under some conditions as 
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shown in Figure 3-4. If the designer fails to locate the failure mode initiated at point A, 

the design allowable will be underestimated. 

It is assumed that the yield strength of the material is normally distributed, and 

the geometry of test specimens varies within the tolerances of manufacturing, which are 

the sources of the noise in test observations. The failure is predicted by the von-Mises 

criterion ignoring stress concentrations. The tests seek to allow designers to predict the 

mean failure loads due to the dominant mode at point D. Figure 3-5 depicts the failure 

load surface corresponding to point D, which will be approximated by the surrogate 

models. 

3.3.2 Composite Laminate Plate 

For the second example, intended to have a more complex failure load surface, a 

symmetric composite laminate with three ply angles [0˚/ -θ/ +θ]s is considered (Fig. 3-6). 

The laminate is subjected to mechanical loading along x and y directions defined by the 

load ratio α, such that Nx = (1-α)F and Ny = αF. As design parameters for the failure load 

identification, the ply angle θ and the loading condition α are selected. The range of the 

parameters are set as [0, 90] deg for θ and [0, 0.5] for α. Table 3-2 shows the material 

properties and strain allowables, including strain allowable along fiber direction ε1allow, 

transverse fiber direction ε2allow, and shear γ12allow. All the properties are assumed to be 

normally distributed and the sources of noise in test observations. The strains are 

predicted by the Classical Lamination Theory (CLT). 

Figure 3-7 shows the mapping of the critical failure modes, one due to the ply 

axial strain, which is dominant, and the other due to ply shear strain, which is rare. The 

designer is assumed to have conduct a series of tests in order to construct an accurate 
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approximation of the failure load map of the dominant mode as well as to spot the less 

dominant mode. Figure 3-8 is the failure load surface due to ply axial strain.   

3.3.3 Test Matrix and Fitting Strategy 

Our test matrices range from 4x4 to 7x7 with evenly spaced test points in order to 

investigate the effect of the density of matrix on the accuracy of approximation. For 

each test matrix, we replicate the same test configuration up to seven times. Table 3-3 

shows the total number of tests for the matrices.  

For both structural examples, a 5x5 test matrix or denser ones will detect the less 

dominant failure modes; therefore, obviously a 4x4 matrix is not a desirable option. We 

compare the following two strategies for fitting the surrogate models. Note that both 

strategies provide the same result for PRS.  

1. All-at-once fitting strategy: The surrogate models are fitted to all test data including 
the replicated ones.  

2. Mean fitting strategy: The mean values of the replicated data are taken first at each 
location in the design space. Then, the surrogate models are fitted to the means. 

3.3.4 Error Evaluation 

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the failure load mapping, we compare the 

surrogate predictions with the true values from a 20x20 matrix of test points (in total 400 

points). We define the true values of the failure load as the mean of infinite number of 

test observations. For the support bracket, this corresponds to the mean value of the 

material yield strength (only uncertainty in the problem and linear relationship of the 

failure load). For the composite laminate plate, since multiple sources of uncertainty are 

involved, we estimate the true mean values from 10,000 random samples. The standard 

errors of the sample means is less than 0.5% of the range of the failure load, which is 

small compared to the surrogate errors. 
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To measure overall accuracy, we use the root mean square error normalized by 

the range of failure loads (NRMSE) calculated by Eq.(3. 11). We also evaluate the 

normalized maximum absolute error calculated by Eq.(3. 12). In order to examine the 

robustness of the surrogate models.  
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We first produce the failure loads corresponding to a set of randomly generated 

input structural and geometrical properties for a particular matrix of experiments. Then, 

we fit the surrogate models to the failure loads, and evaluate NRMSE and NMAE. We 

repeat this fitting process 100 times, each with a different set of the random inputs, 

failure loads, and failure load approximation. 

 The errors discussed in the following section are the mean values over 100 fits. 

The standard errors of the mean values over 100 runs are, on average, less than 0.1% 

for NRMSE and less than 0.4% for NMAE, which means that only differences between 

surrogate models that are substantially larger than these standard errors are statistically 

significant.  

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Support Bracket 

We first discuss the results of surrogate models fitted to the almost linear surface 

of failure load of support bracket (Fig. 3-5). For PRS, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order polynomial 

functions were fitted, and then, 2nd order PRS was selected as the best ones based on 
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the leave-one-out cross validation, PRESS. PRESS predicted well the best polynomial 

functions that offer smallest NRMSE except for the cases of the 7x7 matrix with 6 and 7 

replications. In other words, PRESS properly warned that 3rd and 4th order PRSs 

overfitted noise. For SVR, the error tolerance   is selected at 936 lb as the average of 

the noise level (one standard deviation) of the failure load ranges from 87 lb to 2421 lb. 

Note that 936 lb corresponds to 4.1% of the range of failure load.    

To examine the resource allocation (replication vs. exploration), Figure 3-10 and 

3-11 show NRMSE and NMAE of the three surrogate models with respect to the total 

number of tests when the all-at-once fitting strategy is applied (for the details of test 

matrix, see Table 3-3). For PRS and GPR, all four curves corresponding to the densities 

of matrix (from 4x4 matrix to 7x7 matrix) form a single curve in NRMSE. This means 

that replication and exploration contribute equally to improving the accuracy of 

approximation. 

For PRS, this trend is supported by the behavior of the standard error predicted 

by PRS, which represents the unbiased estimator of noise variance. Figure 3-12 shows 

the boxplot of standard errors of the various test strategies with about 50 tests, including 

a 7x7 matrix without replication, a 5x5 matrix with 2 replications and a 4x4 with 3 

replications. It can be seen that the medians and variations of the standard errors were 

almost the same, indicating that whether it is replication or exploration did not matter 

from the standpoint of noise prediction.  

In order to identify the causes of error, Table 3-4 compares the errors fitted to 

noise-free data and that to noisy data with a 7x7 matrix. NRMSE for noise-free data 

purely represents the modeling error of the surrogate. For example, PRS has a 0.6% 
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error for noise-free data, but the error increased to 1.7% when the noise was introduced. 

Similarly, for other surrogate models, most of the errors are due to noise rather than the 

modeling error.  

From these observations, for PRS and GPR, there was no significant advantage 

of replication over exploration in terms of the accuracy of approximation. This leads us 

to conclude that exploration is more important than replication for this example in the 

context of failure criterion characterization where we must search for potential failure 

modes.       

SVR, on the other hand, shows different trends and underperforms PRS and 

GPR. This may reflect the fact that SVR particularly applied to this problem is less 

sensitive than PRS to very large errors. While PRS minimizes L2 error norm (i.e., 

NRMSE) by the least square method, SVR with ε-insensitive loss function minimizes L1 

error norm. This loss function does not penalize at all small errors, and does not 

emphasize the effect of the largest errors by squaring them. In fact, as seen in Table 3-

4, L1 norm considering the error tolerance, defined following equation, of SVR (0.6%) is 

substantially smaller than those of others (more than 4%).  
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where N is the number of test points in which  ̂    
     . Note that   of SVR is set to 

be zero when SVR was fitted to noise-free data. 

It is also observed that the accuracy of SVR deteriorates as the test matrix 

becomes denser both in NRMSE (Fig. 3-10) and NMAE (Fig. 3-11). GPR showed a 

similar trend in NMAE (Fig. 3-11), but it was not as significant as that of SVR. This is 
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explained mainly by the ratio of the number of training points and the number of 

parameters that determine the prediction model - it is called ‘parameter ratio’ in this 

chapter. If the parameter ratio is small, e.g., the number of parameters to be tuned is 

larger than the number of training points, the regression model has a danger of 

overfitting [87].  

Table 3-5 shows the numbers of parameters and the parameter ratios of all the 

surrogate models fitted to for about 50 tests. For example, 2nd order PRS for two input 

variables has six coefficients regardless of the test matrix. If it is fitted to a 4x4 matrix 

with 3 replications (48 points), the ratio is 8 (=48/6). For GPR, as discussed earlier, the 

number of parameters is the same as the number of training points, leading to the 

parameter to be 3, which is substantially smaller than that of PRS. In the case of 

replication, where the total number of parameters is reduced by a factor of the number 

of replications, the parameter ratio becomes even smaller and is 1. Similarly, SVR, for 

which the number of support vectors determines the parameters, has the smaller 

parameters. These ratios account for the accuracy deterioration of GPR and SVR with 

respect to matrix density.      

The poor performance of SVR may also be attributed to not-well-tuned 

parameters, i.e.,  , C, and  , unlike GPR which optimizes all the hyperparameters by 

the maximum likelihood estimator. Our numerical experiments showed that tuning the 

parameters of SVR improved the accuracy and alleviated the accuracy deterioration 

with a denser matrix. Figure 3-13 illustrates that increasing the correlation coefficient for 

the nearest two points from 0.9 (original set) to 0.99 reduced the error. This makes 

sense because a higher correlation governs a larger area of the space and makes the 
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fitting curve flatter and less sensitive to noise. In fact, the optimized correlation 

coefficients by GPR turned out to be higher than 0.9. Figure 3-13 also shows that tuning 

the regularization parameter C, which is originally set as infinity, improved the 

performance.      

Next, we investigated the treatment of replicated data for fitting. Figure  3-14 

compares the all-at-once fitting and the mean fitting for GPR in terms of NRMSE. We 

show that there was no significant difference between the two fitting strategies. From 

the standpoint of the parameter ratio, the mean fitting has a higher risk of overfitting. As 

shown in Table 3-5, the parameter ratio of the mean fitting is always 1 and smaller than 

the ratios of the all-at-once fitting. On the other hand, taking the mean values essentially 

reduces the noise level, thereby less threat of overfitting. It seems that these two 

phenomena cancel out each other.   

Figure 3-15 shows that the mean fitting performed substantially better than the 

all-at-once fitting for SVR. On top of the smaller parameter ratio, the hyperparameters of 

SVR are not well-tuned. In such case, reducing the noise by taking the means was 

more influential than the proneness to overfitting. Note that we adjusted the error 

tolerance   when the mean fitting is applied in order to account for the accuracy of the 

estimator of sample mean. For the adjustment, the original   was divided by the square 

root of the number of replications (            √    ). It is also noteworthy that using 

the original   for the mean fitting offered a poorer performance than the all-at-once 

fitting.    
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3.4.2 Composite Laminate Plate 

 The fitting performance to complex failure load surface of the composite 

laminate plate is discussed in this section. For PRS, various orders of polynomial 

functions ranging from 2nd order to 8th order were tested and the best models listed in 

Table 3-6 were selected based on NRMSE. For the selection, we limited the number of 

coefficients of the polynomial functions to be smaller than the number of training points 

as the least square fit typically assumes [52]. Since NRMSE is unknown in reality, we 

will discuss the selection of best PRS in the next subsection.      

Figures 3-16 and 3-17 show NRMSE and NMAE of all the surrogate models with 

the all-at-once fitting. It can be seen that the 4x4 matrix did not capture well the failure 

load surface for all the surrogate models. Once a 5x5 or denser matrix was available, 

the accuracy was substantially improved. An important observation from these two 

figures is that the contribution of replication to reducing the error is miniscule compared 

to that of increasing the density of the matrix. For example, with PRS, the error of a 7x7 

matrix without replication (total 49 tests) was smaller than that of a 6x6 matrix with 7 

replications (total 252 tests).  

In terms of the error sources, Table 3-7 compares the errors of the surrogate 

models fitted to the noise-free data and those to the noisy data. Obviously, most of the 

errors come from the modeling error rather than the noise for all surrogate models. 

Even for SVR, the error for noise-free data was worse than the average error over 100 

fits to noisy data. Table 3-8 shows the parameter ratios for  about 50 tests. SVR has 

support vectors, which are located out of the error tolerance, at almost all test points. 

For example, with a 7x7 matrix without replication, there are support vectors at 46.6 
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locations on average out of 49 locations. This also indicates that the modeling error is 

significant. 

In conclusion, it can be said that exploring different locations was found to be 

more important than replicating tests at the same location when modeling error was 

dominant. For PRS, this was also supported by the standard error, which followed the 

same trend.      

As for the treatment of replicated data, Fig. 3-18 compares different fitting 

strategies for GPR. Unlike the support bracket problem, the all-at-once fitting clearly 

outperformed the mean fitting. It seems that informing as many observations including 

replicated ones (though they suffer from noise) improved the accuracy. This result is 

consistent with the previous work conducted by Picheny (2009). He experimentally 

demonstrated that having a larger number of different observations from high-noise 

simulation provided a smaller prediction variance than a smaller number of observations 

from a lower-noise simulation. For SVR, Figure 3-19 illustrates that the mean fitting still 

helped to compensate for the not-well-tuned model as discussed for the support bracket 

problem.  

Since the errors discussed in this section are the average out of 100 fits, we were 

interested in whether exploration always outperforms replication for each of the fitting 

iterations. Test strategies for  about 100 tests are examined, including a 7x7 matrix with 

two replications (98 tests), a 6x6 matrix with three replications (108 tests), and a 5x5 

matrix with four replications (100 tests). Table 3-9 depicts how many times which test 

strategy performed better than others. Except for the comparison of SVR between the 

7x7 matrix and the 6x6 matrix, whose performances were very comparable (Fig. 3-19), 
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a denser test matrix steadily provided a more accurate approximation at almost more 

than 90%.  

Furthermore, one might wonder which surrogate model should be chosen among 

others. We examined whether the PRESS predicted the best surrogate for each of the 

fitting iterations of a 7x7 matrix with 2 replications. Table 3-10 shows the selections of 

PRESS and the correct rate. PRESS well predicted that GPR was better than PRS at 

the correct rate of 98%. As for the comparison to SVR, PRESS seemed to work well. 

However, we found that PRESS of SVR was substantially higher than those of other 

surrogate models, and that is why PRESS always predicted that SVR was inferior to 

others. This reflects the fact that the SVR used in this study is very sensitive to noise.      

3.4.3 Selection of Best PRS for Composite Laminate Plate 

Finally, we discuss the selection of the best polynomial function of PRS. Table 3-

11 compares the best polynomial function based on NRMSE, the prediction of the best 

function by PRESS and by the standard error (SE). With a 4x4 matrix, neither PRESS 

nor SE predicted properly the best functions. With the denser matrices, they predicted 

correctly. Nonetheless, PRESS always failed to predict in the case of no replication and 

tended to pick up a smaller order of polynomial function compared to the actual best. As 

shown in Table 3-8, PRS fitted to no-replicated data was prone to overfitting because of 

the smaller parameter ratio. This made PRESS of a higher order of polynomial function 

larger, and in turn, PRESS preferred a lower order of polynomial function. SE, on the 

other hand, steadily predicted the best functions or at least a reasonably higher order of 

polynomial function even when there was no replication.  

Interestingly, in many cases, we observed that the best PRS models violated the 

requirement that the number of coefficients be smaller than the number of observations. 
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For example, for the 5x5 matrix (25 different observations in the input space), 6th order 

PRS (28 coefficients, hence undetermined system) offered the minimum NRMSE. 

Matlab ‘regress’ function handles such undetermined problems by ignoring linearly 

dependent column vectors of   by applying the Householder QR decomposition. The 

QR decomposition tends to choose column vectors of   that have a higher norm as 

linearly independent columns. As a result, for the 6th order PRS, after the independent 

column vectors are ignored, the highest monomial     appeared to remain, giving some 

flexibility to the fitting curve and offering a better accuracy. It should be noted that the 

selection of monomials highly depends on how we normalize the input space. For more 

details about the algorithms of Matlab ‘regress’, the reader should refer to APPENDIX A. 

Note that we normalized the input variables from 0 to 1 for this study. Another important 

warning about this behavior is that it is very hard to identify such best function for the 

undetermined problem either by PRESS, standard error, or R-square. In other words, 

PRESS for undetermined system might be misleading.     

3.5 Summary 

We investigated an effective test strategy for failure criterion characterization, 

focusing on allocation of tests to replication or exploration. For approximating the failure 

load surfaces, polynomial response surface (PRS), Gaussian process regression (GPR), 

and support vector regression (SVR) were examined. With the illustration of two 

structural element examples, we conclude that replication is not necessarily needed and 

that exploration is more important both for discovering underlying failure modes and for 

the accuracy of failure load approximation.  
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For the example with almost linear failure load surface, the noise in observations 

was significant compared to the error in surrogate modeling, and then replication and 

exploration contributed equally to reducing the error for PRS and GPR. Then, the tests 

should be used for exploration for the purpose of discovering unexpected failure modes. 

On the other hand, for the example with complicated nonlinear failure load surface, in 

which the error in the surrogate model is dominant, exploration was clearly more 

important for all surrogate models both for capturing the behavior of the surface and for 

identifying unexpected failure modes.  

We also examined two different treatments of replicated data for surrogate fitting: 

(1) fitting a surrogate to all replicated data simultaneously, and (2) fitting only to the 

mean values of replicated data. While the all-at-once fitting outperformed the mean 

fitting for GPR, the mean fitting compensated for the proneness of the not-well-tuned 

SVR to overfitting by reducing the noise. We also found that it was important to adjust 

the error tolerance   for the mean fitting to account for the accuracy of sample mean 

estimator.   

Finally, we addressed the issue that the least square fit provided by Matlab might 

offer a better solution when the number of coefficients is larger than the number of test 

points (undetermined problem). However, the solution varies depending on how we 

normalize input space and the performance metrics, such as PRESS, might not be 

reliable.  
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Figure 3-1. Tradeoff between replication and exploration given 50 tests 

 

 

Figure 3-2. ε-insensitive loss function for SVR  
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Figure 3-3. Support bracket 

 

 

Figure 3-4. Critical failure modes of support bracket. A blue circle indicates that failure 
initiates at point D, while a cross indicates initial failure at point A.   

 

 

Figure 3-5. Failure load surface of support bracket initiated at point D  
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Figure 3-6. Composite laminate plate 

 

 

Figure 3-7. Critical failure modes of composite laminate plate. A solid circle indicates the 
failure due to strain along fiber direction ε1 or strain transverse along fiber 
direction ε2, while an empty circle indicates the failure due to shear strain γ12.  

 

 

Figure 3-8. Failure load surface of composite laminate plate due to axial strain   
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Figure 3-9. Accuracy of SVR with various combinations of the regularization parameter 
C and the error tolerance   (4x4 matrix with 3 replications) 

 

 

Figure 3-10. Error comparison for support bracket: NRMSE for all-at-once fitting 
strategy. Markers of each line correspond to one replication through seven 
replications from left to right. The average standard errors of the means of 
NRMSE are 0.05% (PRS), 0.06% (GPR) and 0.05% (SVR).    
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Figure 3-11. Error comparison for support bracket: NMAE for all-at-once fitting strategy. 
Markers of each line correspond to one replication through seven replications 
from left to right. The average standard errors of the means of NRMSE are 
0.18% (PRS), 0.25% (GPR) and 0.30% (SVR). 

 

 

Figure 3-12. Standard errors predicted by PRS for support bracket for  about 50 tests   
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Figure 3-13. Performance of SVR with various combinations of C and R. C is the 
regularization parameter, and R is the correlation coefficient for the closest 
two points. ‘Max of y’ represents the maximum value of the failure load. 

 

 
Figure 3-14. Comparison of fitting strategy: NRMSE of GPR for support bracket. 

Markers of each line correspond to one replication through seven replications 
from left to right. The average standard error of the means of NRMSE is 
0.07%.  
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Figure 3-15. Comparison of fitting strategy: NRMSE of SVR for support bracket. 

Markers of each line correspond to one replication through seven replications 
from left to right. The average standard error of the means of NRMSE is 
0.29%. 

 

 

Figure 3-16. Error comparison for composite laminate plate: NRMSE for all-at-once 
fitting strategy. Markers of each line correspond to one replication through 
seven replications from left to right. The average standard errors of the mean 
of NRMSE are 0.05% (PRS), 0.08% (GPR) and 0.07% (SVR).  
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Figure 3-17. Error comparison for composite laminate plate: NMAE for all-at-once fitting 
strategy. Markers of each line correspond to one replication through seven 
replications from left to right. The average standard errors of the mean of 
NRMSE are 0.29% (PRS), 0.34% (GPR) and 0.27% (SVR). 

 

 

Figure 3-18. Comparison of fitting strategy: NRMSE of GPR for composite laminate 
plate. Markers of each line correspond to one replication through seven 
replications from left to right. The average standard error of the means of 
NRMSE is 0.07%.  
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Figure 3-19. Comparison of fitting strategy: NRMSE of SVR for composite laminate 
plate. Markers of each line correspond to one replication through seven 
replications from left to right. The average standard error of the means of 
NRMSE is 0.07%. 

 

Table 3-1. Properties of support bracket 

Property Quantity Variability 

l [inch] 2 N/A 

a [inch] 4.6 N/A 

d [inch] [1, 3] N/A 

α [deg] [0, 110] N/A 

Yield strength [psi] 43,000 Normal, 10% COV 

 

Table 3-2. Properties of composite laminate plate 

Property 

Quantity 

Mean CV 

E1 [GPa] 150 5% 

E2 [GPa] 9 5% 

ν12 0.34 5% 

G12 [GPa] 4.6 5% 

Thickness of ply [μm] 125 N/A 

ε1allow ±0.01 6% 

ε2allow ±0.01 6% 

γ12allow ±0.015 6% 
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Table 3-3. Test matrix and total number of tests 

Matrix 

Number of replications 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4x4 16 32 48 64 80 96 112 

5x5 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 

6x6 36 72 108 144 180 216 252 

7x7 49 98 147 196 245 294 343 

 

Table 3-4. Errors fitted to noise-free data and   insensitive errors (support bracket) 

Error type Surrogate 
Noise-free data 
(7x7 matrix) 

Noisy data 
(7x7 matrix with no replication) 

NRMSE 

PRS 0.6% 1.7% 

GPR 0.0% 1.9% 

SVR 0.1% 4.76% 

 -
insensitive 
error 

PRS - 4.3% 

GPR - 4.0% 

SVR - 0.6% 

 

Table 3-5. Ratio between the number of training data points and the number of 
parameters for about 50 tests (support bracket). The numbers in parentheses 
represent the number of parameters to be optimized for fitting. All numbers 
are the mean over 100 fits. 

Fitting strategy Test matrix PRS GPR SVR 

All-at-once 
fitting 

4x4-3 reps 8.0 (6) 3 (16) 3.4 (13.9) 

5x5-2 reps 8.3 (6) 2 (25) 2.5 (20.3) 

7x7-1 rep 8.2 (6) 1 (49) 1.7 (29.1) 

Mean fitting 

4x4-3 reps - 1 (16) 1.5 (8.3) 

5x5-2 reps - 1 (25) 1.7 (11.4) 
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Table 3-6. Best polynomial functions for PRS based on NRMSE for composite laminate 
plate 

 4x4 matrix 5x5 matrix 6x6 matrix 7x7 matrix 

1 rep 4th 5th 7th 8th 

2 reps 4th 5th 7th 8th 

3 reps 4th 5th 7th 8th 

4 reps 4th 5th 7th 8th 

5 reps 4th 5th 7th 8th 

6 reps 4th 5th 7th 8th 

7 reps 4th 5th 7th 8th 

 

Table 3-7. Errors of surrogate models fitted to noise-free data (composite laminate 
plate) 

Surrogate 

NRMSE 
Noise-free data 
(7x7 matrix) 

NRMSE 
Noisy data 
(7x7 matrix with no replication) 

PRS 7.30% 7.54% 

GPR 7.02% 7.45% 

SVR 8.00% 7.75% 

 

Table 3-8. Ratio between the number of training data points and the number of 
parameters for  about 50 tests (composite laminate plate). The numbers in 
parentheses represent the number of parameters to be optimized for fitting. 
All numbers are the mean over 100 fits. 

Fitting strategy Test matrix PRS GPR SVR 

All-at-once 
fitting 

4x4-3 reps 3.2 (15) 3 (16) 3.0 (16.0) 

5x5-2 reps 2.4 (21) 2 (25) 2.0 (24.9) 

7x7-1 rep 1.1 (45) 1 (49) 1.1 (46.6) 

Mean fitting 

4x4-3 reps - 1 (16) 1 (16) 

5x5-2 reps - 1 (25) 1 (25) 
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Table 3-9. Performance comparison between test matrices for each fitting iteration for 
about 100 tests (composite laminate plate).Surrogate models are fitted to 100 
sets of random test observation. For each set of the test observation, 
NRMSEs of the surrogate models are compared. 

Test PRS 
GPR with  
all-at-once fitting 

SVR with  
mean fitting 

7x7-2reps offers a smaller 
NRMSE than 6x6-3 reps 93% 89% 69% 

7x7-2reps offers a smaller 
NRMSE than 5x5-4 reps 99% 90% 93% 

6x6-3reps offers a smaller 
NRMSE than 5x5-4 reps 99% 86% 93% 

 

Table 3-10. Surrogate selection by PRESS (composite laminate plate). The surrogate 
models fitted to 7x7 matrix with 2 replications are compared. The all-at-once 
fitting is used for GPR and the mean fitting is for SVR.  

Test 

Judge 

Correct rate 
True 
positive 

False 
positive 

False 
negative 

True 
Negative 

GPR offers a smaller 
NRMSE than PRS 98 2 0 0 98% 
PRS offers a smaller NRMSE 
than SVR 72 28 0 0 72% 
GPR offers a smaller 
NRMSE than SVR 98 2 0 0 98% 
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Table 3-11. Best polynomial functions for PRS predicted by PRESS and SE for 
composite laminate plate. 

 Metric 4x4 matrix 5x5 matrix 6x6 matrix 7x7 matrix 

1 rep RMSE 4th 5th 7th 8th 

 PRESS 2rd   2rd 3rd 5th 

 SE 3rd 5th 5th 8th 

      

2 reps RMSE 4th 5th 7th 8th 

 PRESS 3rd  ↑ ↑ ↑ 

 SE 3rd ↑ ↑ ↑ 

      

3 reps RMSE 4th 5th 7th 8th 

 PRESS 3rd ↑ ↑ ↑ 

 SE 4th ↑ ↑ ↑ 

      

4 reps RMSE 4th 5th 7th 8th 

 PRESS 3rd ↑ ↑ ↑ 

 SE 4th ↑ ↑ ↑ 

      

5 reps RMSE 4th 5th 7th 8th 

 PRESS ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 

 SE ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 

      

6 reps RMSE 4th 5th 7th 8th 

 PRESS ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 

 SE ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 

      

7 reps RMSE 4th 5th 7th 8th 

 PRESS ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 

 SE ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 
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CHAPTER 4  
DESIGN OPTIMIZATION ACCOUNTING FOR THE EFFECTS OF TEST FOLLOWED 

BY REDESIGN 

4.1 Background and Motivation 

After conducting tests, we can reduce the error in the prediction models 

(epistemic uncertainty) as discussed in section 2.1.4. This allows us to refine the design 

with a calibrated error model (or calibrated analytical model).  Even though redesign 

requires additional cost, the resulting design might be much better than the initial one 

because of the calibrated model.  

In this chapter, we propose a design optimization framework that takes into 

account a tradeoff associated with the test and redesign cycle in the future. For example, 

an initially conservative design can reduce the risk of redesign, but it will suffer a 

performance loss, e.g., increased weight, and miss the opportunity to refine the design 

with the calibrated model. On the other hand, a less conservative design will have a 

higher chance of redesign, but it might result in a better design thanks to the refined 

model. 

Villanueva et al. [88] introduced a method to simulate the effects of future test 

possibly followed by redesign. The study showed that considering the future may lead to 

significant weight saving for a thermal protection system for space vehicles examined in 

[88]. We extend the earlier work by incorporating the method into a design optimization 

framework to offer the tradeoff information between the expected performance 

improvement and the redesign risk. We compare the proposed method to standard 

design optimization framework, which does not account for the future, in order to 

quantify the benefits of the proposed approach. 
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We also investigate various treatments of epistemic uncertainty. As discussed in 

section 2.1.4, a conservative treatment of epistemic uncertainty in probability of failure 

estimate might suffer performance loss or even result in an infeasible design. We 

compare different treatments of epistemic uncertainty and see how the proposed 

method helps tackle the performance loss. Finally, we demonstrate that the proposed 

approach can be applied to the traditional safety factor based design without using 

probabilistic reliability assessment.  

For an application, we design an integrated thermal protection system (ITPS) for 

space vehicles aimed at protecting the vehicle from aerodynamic heating during 

atmospheric reentry [89]. The error in calculation of the bottom face sheet temperature 

is considered as an example of epistemic uncertainty. 

4.2 Modeling the Effects of Future Test Followed by Redesign 

4.2.1 Epistemic Uncertainty Corresponding to Future 

In this section, we explain how we simulate the future processes, such as test 

and redesign, for a given design. Since the error will be probed by a future test, we view 

each realization of the error as corresponding to a different possible future. For example, 

suppose we predict the temperature of the bottom sheet of a thermal protection system 

as 400 K based on a finite element analysis. At the same time, we are assumed to have 

some idea about the error in the analysis, say ±10%.  

Figure 4-2 illustrates that different calculation error values correspond to different 

futures. The worst case scenario happens when the calculation error is -10%. In this 

chapter, a negative error represents an unconservative error. A very high temperature 

of 440 K will be observed by the test, and then, we might determine that such high 

temperature is not acceptable and redesign. In reality, there will be another error in test 
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observation. We ignored the error in test observation in this illustration for the sake of 

simplicity of explanation, but we account for it in the proposed method. 

On the other hand, the most optimistic future occurs if the error is 10%. The test 

shows that the temperature is 360 K, and we might decide that we do not redesign (or 

maybe we can also redesign it to reduce the weight). In a similar way, we can simulate 

other possible future scenarios of a given design by accounting for realizations of the 

error.     

4.2.2 Procedure of Future Simulation 

The implementation of the simulation that will happen in the future includes five 

steps: (STEP-1) initial design evaluation, (STEP-2) test observation, (STEP-3) error 

calibration, (STEP-4) redesign decision, (STEP-5) redesign, and (STEP-6) post-

simulation evaluation. Here, we consider a design problem with only one failure mode 

and a corresponding system response   for the sake of simplicity of explanation. 

At STEP-1, we estimate the probability of failure   of a given design   by 

considering error in the calculation of response  , which is denoted as    in the same 

manner described in section 2.1.4. STEPs-2 to 5 are associated with the future 

corresponding to i-th realization of the error      and the error in test measurement     . 

We repeat these STEPs    times, which represents the number of realizations of the 

error as well as the number of possible futures we simulate. This iterative process can 

be carried out by Monte Carlo simulation to generate random sample of the errors. After 

repeating STEPs-2 to 5, we obtain    possible design outcomes in the future, some of 

which go through redesign and others remain the same as the initial design. Finally, at 
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STEP-6, we analyze all possible design outcomes in the future, such as the 

performance and probability of failure as well as the probability of redesign.  

In order to distinguish the designer who conducts the future simulation from the 

designer who makes decisions in the simulated future, we use the terms ‘designer 

present self’ and ‘designer future self’, respectively. While the designer present self 

knows the value of true error assigned to each simulated future (STEPs 2-5), the 

designer future self acting in the simulated future should not know it.  

The basic assumptions to make the future simulation practical are as follows.  

1. The designer can initially estimate the distribution of the error in calculation and the 
error in test measurement (even if just based on lower and upper limits of these 
errors).  

2. This distribution of the error in calculation is conservative enough to cover all 
possibilities. 

3. The error in test measurement is small compared to the error in calculation for the 
purpose of design acceptance so that the distribution of the error in calculation will 
be narrowed by the calibration after test.  

4. The error in calculation is independent of the design variables so that the error 
distribution can be applied to any design including the updated design after redesign. 

5. Only one specimen of the structure is tested for design acceptance.  

6. Once redesign is conducted, the chance of a test showing that further redesign is 
needed is small enough to be neglected.   

4.2.2.1 STEP-1: Initial design evaluation 

The designer present self starts with his calculated system response     ( ) and 

a distribution of the error in calculation, for example, ±10% uniform distribution of ±10%. 

First, the designer present self constructs an expected distribution of the test result 

based on      and the initial distribution of the calculation error. We denote this 

distribution as   
   (    ). Also, the designer present self can obtain the distribution of 
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probability of failure as described in Fig. 4-1 as well as section 2.1.3. As an initial 

estimation of the probability of failure, the mean of the distribution      
   ( ) or the 95th 

percentile    
   ( ) is considered here.  

4.2.2.2 STEP-2: Test observation 

STEPs 2 through 5 are associated with the i-th realization of the errors out of    

realizations. The true response in the i-th simulated future is defined by the designer’s 

calculation     ( ) and the i-th realization of the error      as 

       ( )  (      )    ( ) (4. 1) 

To simulate the test, we introduce an error in test observation accounting for 

uncertainties in measurement and boundary conditions which are a second epistemic 

uncertainty. We model it as a random variable following a probability distribution. Thus, 

the observed system response        is obtained by assigning it the i-th random 

realization of the measurement error     .    

      (           )  
       (      )

(      )
 (4. 2) 

Here, we assume that all the geometry and material properties of the test specimen are 

accurately measured, meaning that there is no uncertainty in the input of the system 

response calculation    ( ). Any such uncertainty, if necessary, can also be 

approximately represented by   . Note that      and      are unknown to the designer 

future self who calibrates the error distribution and makes a redesign decision in the 

following steps.  
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4.2.2.3 STEP-3: Error calibration 

In this step, the designer future self calibrates the error distribution by using the 

test observation. Bayesian approach [41] updates the initial distribution, called prior, 

with additional knowledge, here test observation       . The updated distribution    

  (  ), 

called posterior, is defined by the Bayesian formula.    

   

  (  )     
(  |      )  

 (  )  
   (    )

∫  (  )  
   (    )   

 

  

 (4. 3) 

where  (  ), called likelihood function, is the conditional probability density of the 

system response given the test result        reflecting the uncertainty due to   .  

Figure 4-3 illustrates the procedure of Bayesian updating and that the updated 

distribution becomes narrower than the initial one based on the assumption 3 

addressed in the beginning of this subsection.  

4.2.2.4 STEP-4: Redesign decision 

Once the error distribution is updated, the designer future self will also update the 

probability of failure estimate. This is done in the same manner described in STEP-1 by 

replacing the initial error distribution with the updated distribution obtained at STEP-3, 

resulting in        
  ( ) or      

  ( ) with superscript “up” representing the updated estimate 

of the probability of failure. Because the error is calibrated, the estimated probability of 

failure after the test is more accurate than the initial estimate. If this updated probability 

estimate is higher than the allowable probability       , redesign is needed.        is 

intended to reject unsafe designs. 

4.2.2.5 STEP-5: Redesign 

If redesign is judged to be needed, it is implemented by solving the following 

optimization problem 
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   ( ) 
 

s.t.        
  ( )         

  ( )         
(4. 4) 

where    ( ) is an objective function, e.g., structural weight. Note that the probability of 

failure for redesign optimization is calculated using the updated error distribution. 

Denote the optimal solution after redesign by   
 .  

Recall that all the processes in the simulated future are based on the designer 

future self who does not know the true error     ; therefore, that future self can only base 

decision making on the probability estimation, i.e.,        
  

 or      
  

 considering the error 

distribution. However, the designer present self, who is conducting the future simulation 

by assigning the true error     , can identify the true probability of failure of the design 

outcome        (  
      ). If redesign does not take place, the initial design   remains and 

its true probability of failure also remains at        (       ). 

4.2.2.6 STEP-6: Post-simulation evaluation 

Finally, repeating STEPs 2-5 for all sets of the errors for    futures (   sets of      

and     ) in the overall Monte Carlo simulation will provide the designer present self with 

a distribution of the true probabilities of failure after test and redesign. Similarly, a 

distribution of the objective function after redesign is obtained. For the objective function 

of optimization discussed later, we use the mean value of the future objective function 

       
      

( ).  

Figure 4-4 illustrates the possible effects of future redesign on the distribution of 

true probability of failure and objective function. The unsafe tail of the distribution of 

probability of failure is truncated by redesign (left side of Fig. 4-4). As a result, instances 

of the objective function (e.g., structural weight) subjected to redesign are relocated due 
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to the design correction (right side of Fig. 4-4). Note that all the instances of the 

objective function are initially in one spot because all the simulated futures start with the 

same design.     

In addition, the probability of redesign     can be obtained as 

   ( )  
 

  
∑    

  

  

   

 (4. 5) 

where     
     if redesign takes place; otherwise,     

    . For the illustrative 

example in Fig. 4-4, three instances are redesigned out of 27 instances, leading to a 

probability of redesign of 11%. A flowchart of the steps is shown in Fig 4-5. 

4.2.3 RBDO Incorporating Simulated Future 

We introduce a RBDO framework using the future properties described in the 

previous section. Once possible future scenarios are simulated, the probability of failure 

is less important because all the possible design outcomes after redesign satisfy the 

acceptable probability of failure       . Instead, there is a tradeoff between system 

performance and probability of redesign. Thus, the optimization problem for the 

designer present self is formulated so as to optimize system performance under a 

constraint on the probability of redesign. The optimization problem using the mean of 

probability of failure for redesign decision is formulated in Eq.(4. 6).  

   
 

       
      

( ) 
 

s.t.    ( )             

(4. 6) 

where            is a target probability of redesign.    

We also apply the proposed framework to a traditional safety factor approach in 

order to demonstrate that it is feasible to limit probabilistic consideration only to the 
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tradeoff between performance and probability of redesign. To approximate better the 

traditional approach for error calibration after the test, we assume that the calculation 

model is deterministically calibrated by the ratio between the test observation and the 

prediction (             ) instead of by statistical Bayesian inference. The redesign in the 

simulated future is formulated with an allowable safety factor         in Eq. (4. 7). The 

safety factor is defined as the ratio of a deterministic allowable value to the calculated 

system response, meaning that a safety factor less than one is unconservative.    

   
 

   ( ) 
 

s.t.    
  ( )          

(4. 7) 

We also compare the proposed method to standard reliability based design 

optimization (RBDO), which does not account for the future test and redesign, in order 

to quantify the benefits of the proposed approach. Standard RBDO simply uses an initial 

estimated probability of failure based on the distribution without simulating the future as 

shown in Eq.(4. 8). 

   
 

   ( ) 
 

s.t.      
   ( )       

   ( )          

(4. 8) 

Note that even with the standard RBDO we assume that regulations require a 

test followed by redesign if needed, using the same redesign approach as in Eq. (4. 4). 

It is only the present design problem that is different. To distinguish standard RBDO and 

the proposed RBDO that models future test, we use the acronyms “standard RBDO” 

and “RBDO-FT” respectively.  
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4.3 Example Problem 

4.3.1 Integrated Thermal Protection System 

We applied the proposed method to a design problem of a thermal protection 

system for space vehicles. Thermal protection systems protect a space vehicle from 

extreme temperatures during atmospheric reentry. The Integrated thermal protection 

system (ITPS) is a concept for reusable vehicles, which can provide structural load 

bearing function and insulation function simultaneously, and is intended to save weight 

[90, 91]. The present ITPS concept is comprised of a top face sheet (titanium), bottom 

face sheet (beryllium), web (titanium), and corrugate core filled with insulation material 

(Saffil® foam) illustrated in Fig. 4-6. For design and redesign optimization, the 

thicknesses of web (tW), bottom face sheet (tB), and foam (tF) are selected as design 

variables. Table 4-1 shows the list of random variables of the ITPS and their 

distributions.  

4.3.2 Demonstration of Future Simulation Considering Risk Allocation 

We first demonstrate the future simulation described in the previous section. 

Villanueva [88] considered the ITPS problem with single failure mode, high temperature 

of the bottom face sheet that exceeds its allowable value, and showed that the future 

simulation provides an reasonable reliability estimate which might lead to weight saving. 

In this section, we extend this previous study to a multiple-failure-mode problem by 

adding two other failure modes, the mechanical and thermal stress on the web and the 

thermal bucking due to the temperature difference between the top and bottom face 

sheets. Since there are three failure modes, our main interest is how the future 

simulation reflects the risk allocation between the three failure modes that results from 

the redesign criteria for the failure modes. Since the probabilities of failure of the three 
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modes are small enough, the system probability of failure is defined by the sum of the 

three probabilities of failure by ignoring the cross terms as shown in Eq.(4. 9).    

                    (4. 9) 

Finite element models for the temperature, stress, and buckling were obtained 

from a past study in Ref.  [89]. We ran the Abaqus analyses to construct the surrogate 

models for temperature and stress prediction to reduce the computational time. The 

details of the surrogate construction are summarized in Table 4-2.  

The allowable temperature of the bottom face sheet, at which the material 

deterioration starts, is assumed to be log-normally distributed with a mean of 707K and 

a coefficient of variation (CV) of 5%. The allowable stress of the web made of titanium 

alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) is assumed to follow a log-normal distribution with a mean of 660 MPa 

and a CV of 5%. A scaled buckling criterion derived from a reference design in Ref. [89] 

is used and the details of the criterion is described in Appendix C. For calculating the 

probability of failure, we use the conditional expectation method [92]. 

Table 4-3 shows the geometry of an initial design candidate, which was arbitrarily 

chosen for the purpose of demonstration, and its mass of the unit cell depicted in Fig. 4-

6. Tables 4-4 and 4-5 summarize the assumptions on the calculation errors and test 

measurement errors, respectively. For test observation, we assume single thermal test 

to observe the bottom sheet temperature to evaluate the temperature failure and the 

temperature difference between the top and bottom face sheets to evaluate the buckling 

criterion. Three mechanical and thermal load tests are also assumed to observe the 

stress strength of the web. 1000 possible futures of the design candidate (Nf=1000) are 
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simulated, meaning that we generate 1000 sets of random true errors both in calculation 

and test observation.    

We first examine the effects of uncertainty reduction after the tests described in 

STEP-3. Figure 4-7(a) shows the discrepancy between the initial estimate of the system 

probability of failure (     
    = 3.8x10-3) and the true probability of failure defined by the 

true calculation errors assigned to each simulated future        . We see, then in Figure 

4-7(b), that the discrepancy was substantially reduced by the uncertainty reduction. For 

example, the maximum unconservative discrepancy was reduced from -0.015 to -0.005. 

This illustrates that the redesign decision-making in the future is carried out with a 

refined probability of failure estimate. On average out of the 1000 simulated futures, the 

errors were reduced by the tests as follows: ±10%  ±1.0% for the temperature 

prediction, ±10%  ±1.0% for the stress prediction, and ±5%  ±0.9% for the 

temperature difference prediction. Each calibrated error bounds are almost equivalent to 

the corresponding accuracy of test measurement.  

We simulate the redesign in the future, for which the allowable and target system 

probability of failure        is selected as 6.7x10-3 such that the probability of redesign is 

20%. The formulation of redesign optimization is defined by Eq.(4. 10). 

   
 

    ( ) 
 

s.t.            
  ( )           

(4. 10) 

Figure 4-8 compares the histograms of true system probability of failure         

before and after redesign. It can be seen that the unconservative designs were 

redesigned, and in turn, the distribution of true system probability of failure was 

truncated and narrowed. Note that the probabilities of failure of redesigned instances 
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are not exactly the same as the target value (      =6.7x10-3) because of the remaining 

errors even after the uncertainty reduction.   

 In terms of risk allocation by the future redesign, Fig. 4-9 and Table 4-6 show the 

histograms of true probabilities of failure of all failure modes before and after redesign 

and the corresponding mean values of the probabilities, respectively. We see that the 

stress failure was initially dominant (3.2x10-3 on average out of all 1000 instances) and 

the temperature failure was the least critical (1.7x10-5 on average out of all 1000 

instances). By redesign, the temperature failure turned out to be critical (2.4x10-3 on 

average out of 200 redesigned instances) and the stress failure became no longer 

dominant (2.8x10-9 on average out of 200 redesigned instances), while the probability of 

buckling failure remained at almost the same level. In fact, the redesign optimization 

reduced the thickness of the foam from 72.88 mm to less than 60 mm and the thickness 

of bottom face sheet from 6.90 mm to less than 6.00 mm, making the bottom face sheet 

temperature higher and the temperature difference between the top and bottom sheets 

     smaller. These geometry changes make the temperature failure, which was initially 

less critical, active. The reduced      also contribute to making the buckling constraint 

less active, but the slightly thinned web by redesign (from 1.69 mm to about 1.4 mm) 

compensates for it to keep the buckling probability at the same level. As a result of 

balancing the temperature failure and buckling failure, the stress failure became no 

longer critical.   

The redesign was intended to improve the safety of unsafe designs, which tends 

to be accompanied by a mass penalty. However, because of the fact that the initial 

design did not allocate the risk optimally, the redesign reduced the mass. Figure 4-10 
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illustrates the histogram of mass after redesign, where we see that the mass was 

substantially decreased by redesign.  

As demonstrated in this section, the future simulation provides the possible 

design outcomes of a given design candidate accounting for the effects of test possibly 

followed by redesign. This enables us to make a more reasonable design selection, 

which is discussed in the next section. 

4.3.3 Design Optimization with Simulated Future 

In this section, we illustrate a design optimization with simulated future for the 

ITPS problem. Here, we only deal with single failure mode, the temperature failure of 

the bottom face sheet, in order to avoid the complexity to analyze the results. The 

objective function is to minimize the mass per unit cell of the ITPS for a given probability 

of redesign as shown in Eq.(4. 11). The target probability of redesign is varied from 0% 

to 60%. 

   
 

        
      

( ) 
 

s.t.    ( )             

(4. 11) 

The allowable probability of failure is set at 1x10-4; therefore, in the simulated 

future (inner loop), redesign is needed if        
           

       . Redesign, if necessary, 

is carried out by the following formulation.  

   
 

    ( ) 
 

s.t.        
  ( )         

  ( )       
(4. 12) 

 

The same error assumptions shown in Tables 4-4 and 4-5 are applied, and 1000 

possible future scenarios, each including testing and redesign, are simulated for each 

design candidate throughout the optimization iteration. For the standard RBDO, we use 
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the same probability 1x10-4 for the target probability of failure in Eq. (4. 8). For safety 

factor based design optimization, the target safety factor is chosen as 1.28, which is 

approximately equivalent to the probability of failure of 1x10-4.   

MATLAB® fmincon command is used for the optimization. Since multiple loop 

iteration is embedded in the entire optimization process, we deploy surrogate models 

[93] in order to save computational time. Table 4-7 summarizes the surrogate models 

used for the computational implementation.  

We first examine the optimal solutions from the standard RBDO, which does not 

take into account future. Table 4-8 compares the optima of using      
    and using    

   . 

As expected, the optimal design from the conservative design strategy using 95th 

percentile is heavier (29.96 kg) than the one using mean value (28.98 kg).  

We simulated the future of these optimal solutions, and the results show that the 

95th percentile design will require redesign 13.5% of the time, and the mean design has 

35.8% probability of redesign. Because the redesign takes place only for improving 

safety of unsafe designs, a mass increase was observed after redesign for both cases 

(28.89 kg→29.20kg for the mean probability design and 29.96 kg→ 29.98 kg on 

average for the 95th percentile design). The conservative 95th percentile design ended 

up 2.7% heavier than the mean design. Part of that mass penalty reflects the more 

conservative approach, but part of it reflects the reduced probability of redesign.  

The reason that the probability of redesign for the 95th percentile design (13.5%) 

is higher than 5% is the designer future self also used the 95th percentile value for the 

probability of failure estimate (      
  

), which is conservative than the true probability of 

failure. Note that all the probabilities of redesign and masses of simulated future of the 
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optimal solutions discussed in this section are recalculated without using the surrogate 

models. 

Next, we explore the optimal solutions from the proposed RBDO with simulated 

future (RBDO-FT). Figure 4-11 plots the future design outcomes of the optimal solutions 

and corresponding initial designs in case        
  

 is used for redesign decision. It can be 

seen that RBDO-FT can offer a Pareto front of the tradeoff between mass and 

probability of redesign while the standard RBDO only provides a single point of the 

tradeoff (here corresponding to 35.8% chance of redesign). This Pareto front allows the 

designer to select the balance between the expected mass in the future and the 

probability of redesign, which can be viewed as additional development cost. For 

example, if the program cannot afford redesign cost (0% of redesign is required), the 

initially conservative and heavy design (30.1 kg) is selected. If, on the other hand, 60% 

chance of redesign is acceptable, the designer initially selects the less conservative and 

lighter design (28.0 kg), expecting that it would end up with 28.8 kg on average. 

In order to investigate the effect of treatments of the error, Figure 4-12 compares 

the 95th percentile designs to the mean designs from RBDO-FT. We observe the mass 

penalty for the 95th percentile design for all targets of probability of redesign. However, it 

is notable that the average mass penalty for the 95th percentile design of RBDO-FT for a 

given probability of redesign is 1.2%, which is substantially smaller than the mass 

penalty of the standard RBDO of 2.7%. This reflects the fact that, for the standard 

RBDO, a more conservative error treatment (conservative probability of failure estimate) 

reduces the probability of redesign, resulting in a heavier design. On the other hand, the 
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proposed RBDO-FT can select the conservativeness of error treatment without 

changing the probability of redesign.      

Finally, we demonstrate that the tradeoff between mass and development cost 

can be achieved even with the traditional safety factor design. Figure 4-13 compares 

the tradeoff curve of safety factor based approach and that for mean failure probability. 

Both tradeoff curves overlapped for high probability of redesign, but when they 

approach zero probability of redesign the mass of the safety factor design became 

heavier than that of the mean design. This reflects the difference in the ways of error 

calibration. Figure 4-14 depicts a case where an observed test temperature exceeds the 

initially predicted temperature distribution (prior). This happens when an unconservative 

calculation error      combines with a large measurement error     . For Bayesian 

approach, the upper bound of updated distribution cannot exceed the upper bound of 

the prior distribution. On the other hand, the safety factor approach described in the 

previous section simply uses the observed temperature as the calibrated temperature. 

Thus, in such a worst case future scenario, the safety factor approach is more 

conservative than Bayesian approach. When a 0% probability of redesign is imposed, 

this worst case scenario is influential because the safety level of the worst case must be 

less than the target value. As the target of probability redesign increases, this effect 

gradually vanishes because the worst case scenario just increases slightly the 

probability of redesign.     

4.4 Summary 

We proposed a reliability based design optimization (RBDO) that models the 

effects of future test followed by redesign. Using the design problem of a thermal 
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protection system, we showed that by using the proposed RBDO, we can obtain a 

tradeoff between the expected mass after redesign and development cost, as measured 

by probability of needing to redesign. In comparison, the standard RBDO provides only 

a single point on the tradeoff curve. We showed that the tradeoff curve can be obtained 

even with the traditional safety factor approach with the probabilistic optimization 

confined to achieving a desired probability of redesign. 

We also compared the case treating epistemic uncertainty and aleatory 

uncertainty equally (i.e., using the mean of the probability of failure) to a conservative 

treatment (i.e., using 95th percentile). The results showed that the proposed method 

enables us to reduce substantially the mass penalty due to conservative treatment of 

the epistemic uncertainty compared to the standard RBDO, which does not take into 

account future.  
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Figure 4-1. Probability of failure calculation considering epistemic uncertainty (possible 
error realization) 

 

 

Figure 4-2. Illustration that each realization of error corresponds to different futures  
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Figure 4-3. Illustration of Bayesian inference. Initial distribution is set about the 

calculated response      and is updated by the test observation     . The 
likelihood function represents the distribution of the error in the measurement.  

 

 

Figure 4-4. Possible effects of redesign on the distribution of probability of failure and 
objective function   
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Figure 4-5. Flowchart of future simulation  
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Figure 4-6. Integrated thermal protection system (ITPS). (a) Overview (ITPS) and (b) a 
unit cell of the ITPS 

 

 

Figure 4-7. Effects of uncertainty reduction after tests on the probability of failure 
estimate. (a) Discrepancy between the initial probability of failure estimate 
and the true probabilities of failure and (b) discrepancy between the updated 
probabilities of failure estimate and the true probabilities of failure  
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Figure 4-8. Histogram of true probability of failure. (a) Before redesign, and (b) after 
redesign.  

 

 

Figure 4-9. Histograms of true probability of failure. (a) Temperature,(b) stress, and (c) 
buckling.   
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Figure 4-10. Histogram of mass after redesign  

 

 

Figure 4-11. Optimal designs from RBDO-FT using the mean of probability of failure. 
Note that the target probability of redesign was always a multiple of 10%, so 
the slight deviations from these values in the symbols reflect errors due to the 
use of surrogates  
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Figure 4-12. Mass penalty for conservative design (Comparison between the 95th 
percentile design and the mean design). Note that, for 95th percentile design, 
the deviation of the optimal solution of the standard RBDO from the Pareto 
front reflects the error of the surrogate models. 

 

 

Figure 4-13. Mass and probability of redesign tradeoff (Using safety factor vs. using the 
mean of probability of failure). Note that the target probability of redesign was 
always a multiple of 10%, so the slight deviations from these values in the 
symbols reflect errors due to the use of surrogates.  
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Figure 4-14. Difference in error calibration between Bayesian approach and safety 
factor approach 

 

Table 4-1. Geometry and material properties of ITPS and their variability (aleatory 
uncertainties).  

Variable Nominal 

Variability 

Type CV 

Top face sheet thickness 1.2 mm Uniform ±3% 

Bottom face sheet thickness 6.82 mm Uniform ±3% 

Web thickness 1.87 mm Uniform ±3% 

Angle of corrugation 80 deg Uniform ±3% 

Foam thickness 70.5 mm Uniform ±3% 

Half unit cell length 34.1 mm Normal 2.89% 

Density of titanium * 4416 kg/m3 Normal 2.89% 

Thermal conductivity of titanium * 7.15 W/m/K Normal 2.89% 

Specific heat of titanium 561 J/kg/K Normal 2.89% 

Density of beryllium * 1853 kg/m3 Normal 2.89% 

Thermal conductivity of beryllium * 203 W/m/K Normal 3.66% 

Specific heat of beryllium 1885 J/kg/K Normal 2.89% 

Density of foam * 24 kg/m3 Normal 2.89% 

Thermal conductivity of foam * 0.032 W/m/K Normal 2.89% 

Specific heat of foam 775 J/kg/K Normal 2.89% 

CTE (PPM/K) of titanium 9x10-6 PPM/K Normal 2.89% 

CTE (PPM/K) of beryllium 11x10-6 PPM/K Normal 5.77% 

* Density and thermal conductivity are assumed to be correlated with a correlation coefficient of 
0.95  
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Table 4-2. Surrogate models for structural responses  

Output Input Design of experiments Surrogate model† 

Temperature 
of bottom 
sheet   180 points from LHS† 

2nd order polynomial response 
surface(0.16% error‡) 

Stress of web   179 points from LHS† 
2nd order polynomial response 
surface (about 2.8% error‡) 

Temperature 
difference, 

  *   179 points from LHS† 
2nd order polynomial response 
surface (about 0.01% error‡) 

* The temperature difference between the top and bottom sheets 
† LHS: Latin hypercube sampling 
‡ Cross validation error (PRESS) compared to the mean value of the output 

 

Table 4-3. Geometry of design candidate 

Description Quantity 

Web thickness 1.65 mm 

Bottom face  6.90 mm 

Foam thickness 72.88 mm 

Unit mass 33.92 kg 

 

Table 4-4. Error assumption for calculation 

Failure mode Calculation Error model 

Temperature Temperature at bottom sheet ±10% (Uniform) 

Stress Stress strength of web ±10% (Uniform) 

Stress Stress of web 0% 

Thermal buckling Temperature difference (  )* ±5% (Uniform) 

* The temperature difference between the top and bottom sheets 

 

Table 4-5. Error assumption for test observation 

Observation Error model  Number of tests  

Temperature at bottom sheet ±5K (Uniform) 1 test 

Stress strength ±19.8MPa (Uniform)† 3 tests  

Stress N/A N/A 

Temperature difference (  )* ±5K (Uniform) 1 test 

* The temperature difference between the top and bottom sheets 
† About 3% of the mean of failure strength.  
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Table 4-6. Risk allocation by future redesign  

 

Mean of true probabilities of failure 

Temperature Stress Buckling System 

Initial design 
1.8x10-5 
(1.7x10-5) 

3.2x10-3 
(1.1x10-2) 

5.6x10-4 
(6.4x10-4) 

3.8x10-3 
(1.2x10-2) 

After redesign 
5.0x10-4 
(2.4x10-3) 

1.0x10-3 
(2.8x10-9) 

5.2x10-4 
(4.4x10-4) 

2.0x10-3 
(2.8x10-3) 

* The number in parentheses is the mean of true probabilities of failure only for the redesigned 
instances (probability of redesign is 20%). 

 

Table 4-7. Surrogate models used for optimization  

Output Input Design of experiments Surrogate model† 

     
      

   
500 points from LHS*+ 
8 corners of design space 

3rd order polynomial response 
surface (about 1% error†) 

      
500 points from LHS*+ 
8 corners of design space 

4th order polynomial response 
surface (about 2% error) 

* LHS: Latin hypercube sampling 
† Cross validation error (PRESS) compared to the mean value of the output 

 

Table 4-8. Optimal solutions from the standard RBDO 

Redesign 
decision 

Initial design Simulated future Optimal design 

Massa 
Mass* 
(mean) 

Probability 
of redesign tW tB tF 

using      
    28.89 kg 29.20 kg 35.8% 1.42mm 5.65mm 70.50mm 

using    
    29.96 kg 

29.98 kg 
(+2.7%) 13.5% 1.42mm 5.65mm 76.25mm 

* The mass of 20 unit cells  
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CHAPTER 5  
COST EFFECTIVENESS OF ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 

5.1 Background and Motivation 

Air travel has enjoyed many advances in safety technology since its inception. An 

important incentive for safety enhancement in aviation is not only the technology 

evolution but also the incremental improvements of design philosophy and safety-

related regulations triggered by accidents. There were several epoch-making accidents 

that facilitated the evolution of the safety system [1, 94]. One of famous examples is 

continuous accidents of the De Havilland Comet in the 1950’s leading to the recognition 

of design for metal fatigue.   

Accident investigation has been playing a central role for improving aviation 

safety. Elaborate investigation identifies the probable causes of the accident and issues 

safety recommendations to prevent similar accidents from occurring in the future. 

Accident investigation serves not only as a reactive safety measure but also as a 

proactive measure in a sense that it provides new knowledge about a complex system 

which will enhance the safety of next generation aircraft as well as existing ones [94]. 

Independence from other authorities and separation from blame guarantee the quality of 

investigation, and aviation pioneered in this regard among other civil transportation [95, 

96]. More recently, it is prospected that the approaches and methods of accident 

investigation will be extended to wider context of social concerns, such as natural 

disaster, economic fraud, etc. [97, 98].  

Despite the usefulness of accident investigation, the cost effectiveness of 

aviation accident investigation has not been discussed in the literature. Figure 5-1 

shows the number of accidents from 2002 to 2009 in the US [99] and the NTSB budget 
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for aviation accident investigations [100]. The NTSB (National Transportation Safety 

Board) is the independent US government agency responsible for accident investigation 

of civil transportation. It can be seen that while the number of accidents is decreasing, 

the NTSB budget slightly increases (The correlation coefficient between the total 

number of accidents and the NTSB budget is -0.27). According to private 

communication with the Office of Aviation Safety of NTSB, the NTSB does not even 

track the cost for each of the accident investigations. An external examination of NTSB 

[101] found that the agency needs more resources to maintain its integrity amid 

increasingly complex accidents. Furthermore, it is reported that the entire cost of an 

investigation is much higher than the NTSB cost (at least by a factor of four) when the 

cost of other agencies and private sector is taken into account [102]. The bottom line is 

that cost for accident investigation is not negligible. 

In addition, a survey conducted by Waycaster et al. [103] revealed that while the 

commercial air carriers is the safest mode of transportation, it has been receiving much 

more regulatory attention than other modes of transportation. Table 5-1, retrieved from 

Ref. [103], shows the number of fatalities per passenger miles from 2002 to 2009 and 

the economic impact of safety-related regulations that were enacted after the accidents 

over the same time period. Table 5-1 compares commercial air carriers, on-demand air 

taxis and scheduled commuter carriers, general aviation, private auto, and bus. We see 

that air carrier is roughly 250 times safer than private automobiles, which is the least 

safe mode. However, the regulation cost of air carriers is about 200 times as large as 

that of private auto. 
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We view the results of the survey as an indicator that the aviation safety is driven 

by public demand rather than through economic justification. This interpretation is also 

supported by the past research showing that the economic losses of aircraft 

manufacturers and airlines due to an accident are not significant, especially for large 

companies [104-107]. These results lead us to conclude that accident is the main driver 

to enhance aviation safety, and it is imperative to understand the cost effectiveness of 

accident-related safety effort, i.e., accident investigation 

In this chapter, we demonstrate a cost effectiveness study of aviation accident 

investigation with past accidents. We simply use the break-even point of the investment 

by considering the expected monetary value of lives to be saved by an accident 

investigation. We also discuss the treatment of probability of accident, which is a 

challenging part of the cost effectiveness study. In order to cover a wide spectrum of 

aviation accidents, we examine two types of aviation systems that have different 

characteristics, such as commercial airplane and space vehicle, i.e., the Space Shuttle. 

While commercial airplanes are designed much safer than space vehicles, an airplane 

accident would involve a large number of victims. In addition, the cost for the accident 

investigation of each of the Space Shuttle disasters is much higher than the NTSB 

annual budget. Through the demonstration, we discuss potential benefits of the cost 

effectiveness study of accident investigation.  

5.2 Cost Effective Measures 

5.2.1 Cost-Effective Measures  

This section describes the cost effective measures that we use for the cost 

effectiveness study. We deploy a simple break-even calculation of the investment in an 

accident investigation. The expense,     , is the cost of the investigation and the 
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following safety remedies, if needed. The payoff is the expected monetary value of lives 

to be saved,       , in the future as a result of the investigation and remedies. Potential 

future fatalities related to an accident are calculated by the product of the expected 

number of fatalities    that would result from a similar accident, the number of airplanes 

   that have the same failure potential, and the probability of reoccurrence of the 

accident in the remaining lifetime. For estimating   , one may take into account not only 

existing airplanes but also not-yet-built ones that will potentially benefit in the future from 

the improved design and safety regulations. Accident investigation has the potential to 

change the probability of accident reoccurrence, through implementation of the 

recommended safety measures. On this basis, the expected monetary value of lives to 

be saved can be calculated as 

                  (              ) (5. 1) 

where        is the value of a single life,         is the probability of a fatal accident 

occurring per remaining lifetime of one airplane before safety improvement is applied, 

and        is the probability of an accident after the improvement is applied. The break-

even point happens when the invested cost in the investigation and remedies,     , is 

equal to       . 

The dollar value of a fatality,       , is defined as the amount we are willing to give 

up in exchange for a small decrease in the probability of one less fatality, called the 

value of a statistical life  [108]. This is a common approach in economics, used to 

evaluate effectiveness of policies in medicine, environment and other areas. How much 

a society should invest in preventing fatalities is controversial, as seen in many ongoing 

discussions in different communities, e.g., health care, transportation, environment, etc. 
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Viscusi [109] analyzed data on worker deaths across different industries and suggested 

that the value of a life lies in the range of $4.7 to $8.7 million. In aviation, economic 

values used in investment and regulatory decisions of the U.S. Department of 

Transportation (DOT) were analyzed and determined. The guidance led to the value of 

$6.2 million per fatality averted in 2011 [110] and lately updated it to $9.1 million in 2013 

[103]. Similarly in Europe, an aviation fatality avoided is valued at 4.05 million EURO by 

the European Transport Safety Council in 2003 [111].  

For a given investigation cost     , it is possible to calculate how much we spend 

to prevent the loss of one life in the future as  

       
    

     (              )
 (5. 2) 

This measure would be compared to the DOT guideline ($6.2 million or $9.1 

million) to determine whether accident investigation is cost effective or not. On the other 

hand, the value of lives to be saved can be used as the cost effective threshold of the 

invested cost         as      

                   (              ) (5. 3) 

This would help determine whether an investigation needs to be continued at some 

point in the investigation when the investigators have reached the level of 

understanding of the causes enough to estimate their probabilities.  

One might argue that loss of airplane and loss of property should be taken into 

account in the break-even calculation. The value of an airplane might be negligible as 

compared to that of passengers’ lives. For a Boeing-747, for example, using 333 

passengers and $350 million for a fully equipped new airplane [112]. If all the seats are 

fully occupied, the value of the airplane is about 11.6% of the total value of lives 
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according to the DOT’s statistical life ($9.1 million). This figure would even decrease 

when the depreciation of airplane is considered. However, the loss of a space vehicle 

would not be negligible. We will discuss it later in an example. Note, also, that the 

formulation neglects the fact that accident investigation facilitates long-term 

improvement of a safety system, for example the traffic collision avoidance system, 

airport safety management system [94], and so on, which might be very difficult to 

predict and measure their benefits at the time of the accident.  

5.2.2 Estimating Probability of Accident  

A challenging part of cost effectiveness study is to estimate the improvement in 

probability of accident               . This section discusses how we can deal with the 

probability estimation. 

Suppose the system failure is represented by a direct cause of the accident and 

all the remaining causes of system failure, forming a series system in the reliability 

diagram (Fig.5-2). The probability of accident during the lifetime due to the direct cause 

and its change are denoted as    and    , respectively. The probability of failure of the 

remaining system is  . Then, the system probability of accident      and its change       

are obtained as  

       (    )(   ) (5. 4) 

         (   ) (5. 5) 

It is obvious that assessing the system level improvement       requires us to 

evaluate the probabilities of all potential accident causes  , which might be impractical 

for complex systems like airplanes. In comparison, estimating the probability 
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improvement of direct accident causes     is easier because of the profound knowledge 

of causality available after or during the investigations. 

For civil airplanes, the probability of a fatal accident   in lifetime is roughly 

estimated at 10-3 from the average fatal accident rate in the U.S. in 2002-2009 (1.9x10-7 

per aircraft departure [99]) and a typical design lifetime of airplanes of 40,000 flight 

cycles. This implies that the term (   ) is almost 1. Thus,       can be accurately 

approximated by     and we do not necessarily have to assess the probabilities of all 

other accident causes. On the other hand, the level of system safety of space vehicles 

is substantially high. In fact, according to NASA’s probabilistic risk assessment for the 

Space Shuttle [17], (   ) is calculated as 0.19 according to the top 10 risks listed in 

the report. NASA also reported that the likelihood of the direct cause (O-ring failure of 

the solid motor) is improved from 1 in 25 missions to 1 in 1500 missions, equivalent to 

   =0.66 in the lifetime assuming that the remaining number of missions is 110. Thus, 

(   ) cannot be neglected as compared to    . For such case, the probabilities of 

other potential accident causes should be carefully estimated. 

5.3 Demonstration of a Cost Effectiveness Study 

In this section, we demonstrate cost effectiveness studies of accident 

investigation with two past airplane accidents and two Space Shuttle accidents. It 

should be emphasized that the demonstration does not attempt to accurately quantify 

the cost effectiveness of each of the examples since some of the data, such as the 

actual costs of the investigations and the probabilities of the accidents, are not publicly 

available. We can, however, discuss challenges and usefulness of the cost 

effectiveness study through these examples.  
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5.3.1 American Airlines Flight 587 Accident 

The first example is the accident of American Airlines Flight 587, which occurred 

on November 12, 2001. The airplane, an Airbus A300-605R, crashed into a 

neighborhood in Belle Harbor, New York, after taking off from the John F. Kennedy 

International Airport. All 260 people aboard and five people on the ground were killed by 

the accident [113, 114]. The NTSB determined that the probable cause was “the in-flight 

separation of the vertical stabilizer as a result of the loads beyond ultimate strength that 

were created by the first officer’s unnecessary and excessive rudder pedal inputs (when 

the pilot reacted to wake turbulence). Contributing to these rudder pedal inputs were 

characteristics of the Airbus A300-600 rudder system design and elements of the 

American Airlines Advanced Aircraft Maneuvering Program.” 

The NTSB report concluded that “the first officer had a tendency to overreact to 

wake turbulence by taking unnecessary actions, including making excessive control 

inputs,” and “The American Airlines Advanced Aircraft Maneuvering Program excessive 

bank angle simulator exercise could have caused the first officer to have an unrealistic 

and exaggerated view of the effects of wake turbulence.” The report also discussed a 

widespread misunderstanding among pilots about performance of the rudder limiter 

system; pilots believed that a limiter would prevent structural damage no matter how 

they moved the control. However, the limiter did not take into account structural damage 

caused by repetitive opposite direction rudder inputs which resulted in the excessive 

load.  

The FAA issued an airworthiness directive (AD) in 2011 [115] requiring the 

modification to the rudder control system, called the pedal travel limiter unit (PTLU). The 

AD estimates the implementation cost of PTLU for 215 airplanes registered in US in the 
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fleet at $42,677,500 (the fleet size in the world is not available in the AD). For the cost 

effectiveness study, the number of potential fatalities was estimated at 213, based on 

the typical passenger capacity of the model (266 passengers [116]) and a load factor of 

about 80% [117], and nine crewmembers. Adding the costs of accident investigation 

and other safety remedies (e.g., pilot training), which are not publicly available, the total 

invested cost is roughly estimated as $50 million. 

Since a pilot-related cause was involved, it is difficult to determine the probability 

of occurrence of the accident. Instead, we vary the probability to examine the cost 

effectiveness threshold defined in Eq.(5. 3). Table 5-2 shows the cost effective 

threshold against the probability of accident. Here, we used $6.2 million for       , which 

was suggested by the DOT when the FAA issued the AD. We assumed that the 

probability of accident reoccurrence after the remediation        is zero. We can see that 

the safety investment can be considered to be cost effective if the probability of accident 

reoccurring is higher than 1.8x10-4 in the remaining lifetime of a single airplane. This 

probability corresponds to 8.8x10-9 per flight assuming that the remaining life time is 

roughly half the design service goal of the airplane (40,000 flight cycle [118]). In other 

words, if the probability that at least one airplane in the fleet of 215 airplanes runs into 

the same accident is higher than 3.7%, the safety remedies including the accident 

investigation are cost effective.  

If we replace $6.2 million for        with the actual government expense to try to 

reduce fatalities, i.e., $31 million per fatality shown in Table 5-1, the probability 

threshold even decreases to 3.5x10-5 in lifetime (1.8x10-9 per flight). These figures lead 
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us to conclude that this accident investigation and following safety remedies were cost 

effective unless the likelihood of the accident is extremely rare.    

Another important observation from Table 5-2 is that a rough estimate of the 

probability (for example, an order-of-magnitude estimate) is adequate enough, since the 

corresponding cost threshold also varies in order of magnitude.  Giving the range of 

order of magnitude of the probability would be practical after collecting sufficient 

knowledge about the accident causes in the middle of the investigation. 

5.3.2 Alaska Airlines Flight 261 Accident 

The next example is the crash of Alaska Airlines Flight 261, which occurred on 

January 31, 2000. Fatalities included two pilots, three cabin crewmembers, and 83 

passengers. The airplane, MD-83, was destroyed by impact forces [119]. The NTSB 

concluded that the probable cause was “a loss of airplane pitch control resulting from 

the in-flight failure of the horizontal stabilizer trim system jackscrew assembly’s acme 

nut threads. The thread failure was caused by excessive wear resulting from Alaska 

Airlines’ insufficient lubrication of the jackscrew assembly.” 

According to the NTSB report, several factors contributed to the accident. First, 

lubrication of the nut threads was not adequately performed. The report concluded that 

“more than just the last scheduled lubrication was missed or inadequately performed.” 

The report also notes that “inadequate lubrication of the accident jack screw assembly 

was not an isolated occurrence” and “deficiencies continue to exist in Alaska Airlines’ 

lubrication practices,” indicating that there would be a possibility that a similar lubrication 

problem could continue to happens if an appropriate improvement was not applied. In 

fact, the NTSB issued recommendations for improving Alaska Airlines’ lubrication 

process. Second, there were inappropriately wide lubrication and inspection intervals for 
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the wear condition; because of this, wear exceeding its critical condition could not be 

discovered before the following lubrication or inspection point. Lastly, there was no fail-

safe mechanism to prevent catastrophic effects from the nut thread loss.  

The FAA issued airworthiness directives [120-125] requiring repetitive 

inspections and lubrication. These improvements were applicable not only to MD series 

but also to Boeing airplanes. Table 5-3 shows the fleet sizes of airplane models to 

which the ADs were applied, and the passenger sizes of those airplanes obtained from 

the company’s website [126]. We roughly assume that the five inspections and 

lubrications would be needed in the rest of the lifetime of each airplane and the overhaul 

of nut and screw, which was applied only to Boeing-737, is just a one-time item. Based 

on the work hours and labor rates addressed in the ADs, we estimate that the total cost 

for the safety improvements is about $17.8 million US 2011 dollars. 

Table 5-4 shows the cost threshold with respect to the probability of reoccurrence 

of the accident based on $6.2 million for       . Here, the number of potential fatalities to 

be saved is calculated by summing up       of each airplane model shown in Table 5-3 

with a load factor of 80%. We assume that the probability of accident reoccurrence after 

the remediation         is zero. It can be seen that if the probability of the accident is 

higher than 3.7×10-6 per lifetime of the airplane, the accident investigation can be 

considered to be cost effective. (1.8×10-10 per flight assuming that the remaining flight 

cycle of the airplane is 20,000).    

5.3.3 Space Shuttle Accidents 

Throughout the 30-year-operation of Space Shuttles on 135 missions, NASA 

experienced two catastrophic failures, Challenger (STS-51L) in 1986 and Columbia 
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(STS-107) in 2003. After the Challenger disaster, where the vehicle exploded during the 

ascent phase, the Rogers Commission was formed to investigate the accident. The 

commission found that the accident was caused by a failure in the O-ring sealing of a 

joint of the solid rocket motor (SRM) aimed at preventing the pressurized hot gases 

from leaking. The Columbia orbiter was destroyed during atmospheric reentry. The 

Columbia Accident Investigation Board (CAIB), an independent investigation committee, 

determined that a piece of insulating foam which was separated right after the liftoff 

from the left bipod ramp section of the external tank made a breach in the thermal 

protection system on the leading edge of the left wing, resulting in deterioration of heat 

shielding function. The investigation cost for the Challenger disaster was reportedly 

$175 million [127]. This was substantially beyond NASA’s estimate in the middle of the 

investigation (between $40 million to $65 million)  [128]. Columbia’s accident 

investigation was reportedly estimated by NASA at $152 million [129]. 

For the probabilities of the accident, we use the results of NASA’s probabilistic 

reliability assessment (PRA) that tracks the changes in risks, probability of loss of crew 

and vehicle (LOCV), of dominant failure causes of the Space Shuttle over the missions. 

Figure 5-3 shows the risk history over the program period estimated in the latest report 

issued in 2011 [17]. The risk of the Space Shuttle at the beginning of the operation is 

estimated as 1 in 12 missions. After the Challenger investigation, the risk of LOCV is 

reduced by about half, from 1 in 10 to 1 in 17 missions. The estimated risk of 1 in 10 

missions of the Challenger corresponds to a 92% chance that an accident should have 

happened before the 25th flight, but it was not the case. This implies that the actual risk 

is likely to be smaller than the estimate. The probability of direct accident cause of the 
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Challenger was improved from 1 in 25 to 1 in 1500 missions. After the Columbia 

disaster, the probability of LOCV was further reduced from 1 in 47 to 1 in 73 missions, 

mainly by the improvements of the risk of direct cause from 1 in 130 to 1 in 600 

missions.    

The estimated parameters for the cost effectiveness study are summarized in 

Table 5-5. Note that the safety improvement is expressed by the probability of LOCV 

per average remaining lifetime of a vehicle. For the details of parameter estimation, the 

reader should refer to APPENDIX C. Note that we took into account the probabilities of 

top 10 risks in the NASA’s report as well as the probability of the direct cause to 

calculate the safety improvement of the system.   

Using the above parameters, the cost effectiveness measures of the accident 

investigations were calculated and summarized in Table 5-6. $6.2 million is used for the 

value of life       , and the investing costs were converted into US 2011 dollars. Unlike 

the previous airplane cases, the accident investigations are clearly not cost effective 

because the cost effective thresholds ($19.1 million and $4.9 million for the Challenger 

and the Columbia, respectively) are substantially lower than the actual expenses. 

Despite the substantial safety improvement, 0.12 for the Challenger and 0.04 for the 

Columbia, the smaller sizes of crew and fleet led to low effective cost thresholds. One 

might argue that the Space Shuttle is not commercial passenger transportation, and it is 

not fair to apply the DOT guideline for civil transportation ($6.2 million) to the astronauts. 

However, the costs per life saved ($116.5 million and $235.0 million) are much higher 

than the DOT guideline. Note that the costs per life saved will be even higher if we 

include the costs for the corrective safety actions implemented to the remaining vehicles. 
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As discussed in the previous section, for airplane accidents, the value of a lost 

airplane can be negligible as compared to the values of lives, and we ignored it in the 

previous cost effective study. However, for the space program, that might not be the 

case. In fact, the reconstruction cost of a Space Shuttle orbiter is reportedly $2.4 billion 

1986 US dollars [128], equivalent to $4.5 billion 2011 US dollars. It can be said that for 

the space program the contribution of the accident investigation is not only to save the 

astronauts but also to protect the vehicle. Therefore, we consider the value of the Space 

Shuttle orbiter as well as the monetary value of lives. Equation (5. 6) is the modified 

effective threshold of the invested cost         when the value of vehicle          is taken 

into account. 

        (                    )(              ) (5. 6) 

We adjusted the value of the vehicle by accounting for the depreciation of the 

remaining vehicles simply based on the ratio of the number of remaining missions to the 

total number of missions of each orbiter. The average residual value of the orbiters is 

$1,945 million and $376 million 2011 US dollars at the time of the Challenger and 

Columbia accidents, respectively.  

Table 5-7 shows the revised cost effective thresholds using $6.2 million for       . 

It turned out that the threshold for the Challenger case ($286.0 million) is close to the 

actual spending of $359 million. If the value of an astronaut is evaluated higher than 

$27.7 million, the substantial expense of the investigation would be justified. For the 

Columbia accident, the accident investigation was still not cost effective because the 

value of vehicle is diminished by a factor of five from the time of the Challenger accident.   
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5.4 Summary 

We presented and demonstrated a cost effectiveness study of aerospace 

accident investigation. The demonstration of the past accident investigations illustrated 

that it is relatively simple to gauge the cost effectiveness of an investigation. A 

challenging part of the cost effective measure is to estimate the degree of safety 

improvement at system level (equivalently the probability of accident). We showed that 

it can be accurately approximated by the probability improvement only of the direct 

accident cause, which would be easily estimated after determining the accident cause, 

when the risk of the remaining system is minimal, as in civil airplanes. We also 

demonstrated that an order of magnitude estimate for the probability of accident is 

accurate enough for decision-making. Probability calculation usually requires time-

consuming computer simulations, such as high fidelity models and Monte Carlo 

simulation, and tends to perform poorly for complex systems. For the purpose of 

determining the cost effectiveness of accident investigations, a rough estimate, such as 

expert opinions, may suffice. 

The case studies of the accidents of American Airlines Flight 587 and Alaska 

Airlines Flight 261 illustrated that those accident investigations can be considered to be 

cost effective unless the probabilities of the accidents are extremely low. These results 

suggest that an investigation into a fatal accident involving a number of fatalities is likely 

to be cost effective and that such a reactive safety measure is very efficient for a highly 

safe mode of transportation. 

Furthermore, it was shown that a massive spending for the investigation into the 

Space Shuttle Challenger accident could also be justified, even if the number of 

fatalities is substantially smaller than that of a large commercial airplane. This is 
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because, first, the initial risk of the Space Shuttle is very high, and that makes the risk 

reduction by the accident investigation substantial. Second, the value of the Space 

Shuttle orbiter is considerable, which is not the case for airplane accidents.  

Another potential benefit of this work is to encourage the analysis of other past 

accident investigations, which may classify what type of accident cause is worth 

thorough investigation. This will help airlines and manufacturers as well as regulators 

devise an even more efficient strategy of preventive safety measures, which is relevant 

to the approach of the newly established joint activity of the Commercial Aviation Safety 

Team (CAST). CAST aims to identify effective prevention strategies for aviation safety, 

emphasizing data analysis [130]. For the future, assigning the estimation of the 

probability of probable accident cause as a part of NTSB’s work would be an effective 

and reasonable choice, since accident investigators eventually become the most 

familiar with accident causes. In addition, the independence of NTSB among other 

government agencies ensures the impartiality of the estimation.  
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Figure 5-1. Number of accidents and cost for accident investigation by NTSB in US 
(2002-2009) 

 

 

Figure 5-2. System reliability diagram including direct accident cause  

 

 

Figure 5-3. Risk progress of the Space Shuttle  
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Table 5-1. Fatalities per billion passenger miles and regulation cost per fatality in 
millions (Year 2002-2009) 

 
Air 
Carrier 

Commuter 
& Air Taxi 

General 
Aviation 

Private 
Auto Bus 

Fatalities per 
billion passenger 
miles† 

0.038 
(21) 

4-11* 
(42) 

30-160* 
(560) 

9.09 
(41,000) 

0.26 
(45) 

Regulation cost 
per fatality‡ 

$31 
($6.4) 

$11 
($4.8) 

$0.50 
($2.8) 

$0.15 
($63) 

$69 
($31) 

* Load factors for commuter and general aviation are estimated at 5-10 and 1-3 passengers, 
respectively. 
† The number in parentheses is the total number of fatalities during the period. 
‡ The number in parentheses is the total cost in billions during the period. 

 

Table 5-2. Effective cost threshold with respect to probability of accident (American 
Airlines) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Table 5-3. Parameters estimated for Alaska Airlines case 

 Fleet size* Passenger size (model) 

MD-80 1218 155 (MD-83) 

Boeing-767 411 218 (767-300ER) 

Boeing-737 1641 162 (737-800) 

Boeing-747 236 416 (747-400) 

Boeing-757 730 280 (757-300) 

Boeing-777 203 365 (777-300ER) 

* Fleet size in the US  

Probability of accident 

Effective cost threshold,         

($ in million) 

1x10-3 283.7 

1.8x10-4 50.0 

1x10-4 28.4 

1x10-5 2.8 

1x10-6 0.3 
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Table 5-4. Effective cost threshold with respect to probability of accident (Alaska 
Airlines) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Table 5-5. Parameters estimated for the cost effectiveness study 

 

Investing cost * 

(    ) 

Fatalities per 
mission 

(  ) 

Remaining 
vehicle 

(  ) 

Safety 
improvement 
(     ) 

Challenger $359 million 6.2 4 0.12 

Columbia $185 million 6.6 3 0.04 

* US 2011 dollars. Only the cost for accident investigation is considered.   

 

Table 5-6. Cost effectiveness measures of Space Shuttle’s accident investigations 

 

Cost effective threshold,          * 

(million US 2011 dollars) 
Cost per life saved,        
(US 2011 dollars) 

Challenger $19.1 $116.5 million 

Columbia $4.9 $235.0 million 

* $6.2 million is used for the value of life       . 

 

Table 5-7. Cost effectiveness measures of Space Shuttle’s accident investigations 
considering the value of vehicle 

 

Cost effective threshold,          * 

(million US 2011 dollars) 

Challenger $286.0 

Columbia $22.7 

* $6.2 million is used for the value of life       .  

Probability of accident 

Effective cost threshold,         

($ in million) 

1x10-3 4821.1 

1x10-4 482.1 

1x10-5 48.2 

3.7x10-6 17.8 

1x10-6 4.8 
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CHAPTER 6  
CONCLUSIONS 

Designing components of aerospace systems relies heavily on analytical and 

computational prediction tools. A series of tests are integrated into the lifecycle of the 

system to make sure that those prediction tools are reliable enough to ensure safety. 

Tests can reveal unsafe designs, and then, the unsafe designs are corrected based on 

the refined knowledge. The fact that tests are very expensive motivated us to 

investigate the effectiveness of such a safety improvement cycle associated with tests. 

In this research, we selected the following three test stages.       

 Tests for failure criterion characterization that reveal unknown failure modes 

 Post-design tests that identify the discrepancy between prediction models and 
actual responses and may lead to redesign 

 Test by actual flight. In case of an accident, the accident investigation identifies 
the causes of accident and recommends necessary design corrections        

First, we examined an efficient test strategy for structural failure criterion 

characterization. The goals include discovery of potential failure modes and a better 

approximation of failure boundary, e.g., failure load mapping. A challenge of the process 

is noise in test observation. To identify the effect of noise, tests for the same structural 

configurations are typically replicated. With the demonstration of two structural elements, 

we found that the replication of tests is unnecessary because some surrogate models 

have a noise canceling effect without having replicated data. The results suggest that 

we use tests for exploring the design space in order to discover unknown failure modes 

and to improve the accuracy of failure boundary approximation.    

Next, we considered post-design tests for the purpose of design acceptance. 

There, while the design can be corrected based on a more accurate prediction model 
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calibrated by test data, the design correction will require additional cost and schedule 

delays. To capture this tradeoff associated with the future test, we view the error in the 

prediction model as corresponding to multiple different futures, which enables us to 

simulate possible design outcomes after test possibly followed by redesign. By 

incorporating the simulated futures into a design optimization framework, we proposed a 

method that offers the tradeoff information between the expected improvement of 

performance after redesign and the probability of redesign, equivalent to the cost of 

redesign. 

Furthermore, we showed that the proposed method can reduce the performance 

loss for a conservative reliability estimate. With standard reliability based design 

optimization (RBDO), which does not simulate the future, a conservative reliability 

estimate not only penalizes the performance but also decreases the probability of 

redesign at the same time, which requires an additional performance loss. The 

proposed method, on the other hand, can provide different tradeoff curves relating to 

the levels of conservativeness of reliability estimate. This allows the designer to choose 

any combination of the level of conservativeness and the probability of redesign without 

having an additional performance loss.         

Finally, the cost effectiveness of accident investigation was examined. For the 

cost effectiveness study, we focused on the investigation into fatal accidents. With the 

case study of past accidents, we showed that the cost effectiveness can be easily 

implemented by a simple break-even calculation. Also, it is demonstrated that a rough 

estimate of the probability of accident, say an order of magnitude, is adequate enough 

for decision-making.  
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The study on the airplane accidents revealed that the investigation into an 

accident involving a number of fatalities can be considered to be cost effective unless 

the probability of accident is extremely small. The important message is that even 

though the accident investigation is a reactive safety measure, it is a very efficient for a 

highly safe mode of transportation, i.e., commercial aviation.     

We expanded the study to the accidents of the Space Shuttle. Interestingly, the 

large expense for the accident investigation of the Space Shuttle Challenger, reportedly 

hundreds of millions of dollar, could be justified because the risk was initially very high; 

in return, the degree of safety improvement is substantial, and the value of the Space 

Shuttle orbiter is considerable.  
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  APPENDIX A
MATLAB LEAST SQUARE FIT 

For least square fit, Matlab provides the ‘regress’ command. This appendix 

briefly describes the algorithms that ‘regress’ deploys and how it works for 

undetermined problems. Matlab ‘regress’ deploys the Householder QR decomposition 

[131]. Let d be the rank of   (N by k). N is the number of observations and k is the 

number of coefficients (for undetermined problem N<k). The rank of   is d≤min(N,k). 

With the QR decomposition,   is decomposed into   (N by N) and   (N by k).  

           [
      

  
] (A1) 

  is comprised of    (N by d) with orthogonal columns and    (N by (n-d)).   has an 

upper triangular matrix     (d by d) and     (d by (k-d)). Note that the diagonal terms of 

    are aligned such that |   |  |   |… |   | by so-called pivoting. As a result,     

corresponds to the linearly dependent columns of  . Substituting Eq.(A1) into Eq.(3. 2), 

the system of equations is rewritten as [132]    

        [
  

  
]      (A2) 

 When the rank of   (d) equals N, one of the solutions is obtained by the 

Moore-Penrose inverse [132], denoted as    (   )    , then  

      (A3) 

This solution minimizes the norm of  . Matlab ‘regress’ simply ignores the 

linearly dependent columns by taking     . Then, 

      
      (A4) 

In the case of rank deficiency, an interesting property of the solution depends on 

how input variables   are normalized. In order to illustrate how the normalization affects 
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the selection of coefficients, a set of training data          and a six order 

polynomial function                  are considered. Since there are 

seven coefficients including the constant term, four coefficients (or monomials) should 

be removed to make the problem solvable. 

The Householder QR decomposition tends to recognize the column vectors of   

that have higher norms as linearly independent, especially at the first iteration of 

decomposition. As a result, when   is not normalized, the column vectors of   that 

correspond to the higher monomials (   and   ) are considered as linearly independent. 

Then, the approximation model turns out to be      
     

    . If   is normalized 

from 0 to 1, the highest and lowest monomials remain, and then      
        . 

Finally, if   is normalized from 0 to 0.1, the column vectors of   that correspond to the 

higher monomials apparently have smaller norms (e.g.,     ) and are ignored, ending 

up with          
    . The last model is essentially the same as the model of 

least square fit where we limit the number of coefficients up to the number of training 

points.  
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  APPENDIX B
BUCKLING CRITERION 

Instead of constructing a fine simulation model for buckling prediction, we deploy 

a simplified scaling buckling criterion by utilizing a reference design, which was 

optimized for similar constraints and with 3D finite element analysis. For deriving the 

scaling buckling criterion, we assume that the web of ITPS is the weakest link because 

thermal consideration pushes it to be thin and that its buckling is overall Euler buckling. 

  If the difference in the operational temperature between the top face sheet and 

the bottom face sheet, which is denoted as     , is greater than the one causes 

buckling,    , the structure fails. Therefore, a limit state of buckling can be written as 

   

    
   (B1) 

By using data of the reference design, the left hand side of Eq.(B1) can be 

rewritten as 

   

    
 (

       

        
)(

   

       
)(

        

    
) (B2) 

Since the reference design is designed to have a safety factor of 1.2 in terms of 

  , the first term in the right hand side of Eq.(B2) equals 1.2. In the last term of Eq.(B2), 

         is given from the reference design and      is calculated for a given design. 

Assuming that buckling of the ITPS is mainly occurred due to a thermal compression 

load, the second term can be approximately equal to the ratio of the Euler buckling load, 

  , to the thermal compression load,   , as shown in Eq.(B3). 

   

    
 

  

  
          

  

  
      (B3) 

By substituting the formulas of     and    into Eq.(B3), we obtain     as 
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(B4) 

where    
  

    
. Finally, by substituting all components into Eq.(B1), the buckling 

criteria can be expressed as a function of material property and geometry of structure, 

and (  )  . 
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In the limit state function formulation, Eq.(B5) is rewritten as following.  
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(B6) 
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  APPENDIX C
PARAMETER ESTIMATE FOR SPACE SHUTTLE 

For the size of the fleet, three orbiters (Atlantis, Columbia, and Discovery) 

remained—one orbiter (Endeavour) was newly constructed after the Challenger mission, 

and three orbiters after the Columbia mission (  =4 and 3). The number of potential 

fatalities is determined by the average crew size of the actual missions. For the 

Challenger, the average crew size was 6.2 based on total 685 crewmembers for 110 

remaining ascent missions. 6.6 is the average number of crewmembers after the 

Columbia accident calculated from a total of 145 crewmembers for 22 reentry flights. 

Since the costs of the accident investigations are not publicly available, we 

estimated them from news sources. The investigation cost for the Challenger disaster 

was reportedly $175 million [127]. This is substantially beyond NASA’s estimate in the 

middle of the investigation (between $40 million to $65 million)  [128]. Columbia’s 

accident investigation was estimated at $152 million [129]. These costs need to be 

converted into 2011 US dollars by multiplying the inflation factors 2.05 and 1.22 

respectively to be comparable to the DOT’s value of a statistical life issued in 2011. 

Then, $352 million and $184 million are obtained for the Challenger and Columbia 

respectively. The inflation rates were obtained from the website of the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics http://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm. 

The degrees of safety improvement are calculated based on NASA’s latest report 

[17]. Since these risks are expressed as probability of LOCV per mission, we need to 

convert them to probability of LOCV in a lifetime to be applicable to Eq.(1). After the 

Challenger mission (25th mission), 110 missions remained and were completed by the 

four remaining vehicles. For simplicity, we assume that each vehicle has an average 

http://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm
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27.5 missions in its lifetime. Then, the probability of LOCV for each remaining vehicle is 

calculated as         (          )
    , where          represents probability per 

mission and       is the probability in a lifetime. In the same manner, the average 

missions of each vehicle after the Columbia accident (113th mission) was obtained by 

three vehicles with 22 total remaining missions, resulting with         (          )
   . 

Table A-1 shows the system level probabilities of LOCV in the remaining lifetime. The 

improvement of system level risk is estimated based on the top 10 risks addressed in 

NASA’s report. 

 

Table B-1: Safety improvement at system level 

 

Probability of LOCV in lifetime 

      Before improvement After improvement 

Challenger 
0.939 
(1 in 10.4 missions) 

0.815 
(1 in 16.8 missions) 0.124 

Columbia 
0.121 
(1 in 57.4 missions) 

0.081 
(1 in 87.2 missions) 0.040 
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